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10 INTRODUCTION 
10 Object 
The ultimate objective of the investigation of which this project is 
a part is to obtain by means of tests information which will contribute to a 
better understanding of and a more accurate prediction of the strength and 
behavior of reinforced concrete structures subjected to dynamic loading. 
The immediate objective of the work at hand is the determination of 
the resistance and response of simple span reinforced concrete beams subjected 
to impulsive loading" To accomplish this objective tests and analyses of the 
resulting data have been made. It is also the purpose of this work to check 
the practicability of some existing method.s of computing the resistance and 
response of reinforced concrrete beams. To this end comparisons are made between 
the test results and the predictions of these methods of analysis. 
2. Scope 
The scope of this report covers experimental and. analytical work from 
1 August 1956 to 1 September 1957 and also includ.es analyses performed after 1 
September 1957 on the above-mentioned experimental work. During this period 
five beam specimens were cast and eight beam speCimens, including three of 
earlier vintage, were testedo The beams had overall dimensions of 6 in. by 
12 in. by 10 ft and were tested on a 9-ft span under a concentrated load at 
midspan. Three beams were tested statically and five dynamically under an 
approximately trapezoidal load pulse. All were designed to fail in flexure. 
The analytical effort utilizing the ILLIAC embraced two separate pro-
grams. One program was concerned with the development of dynamic systems that 
would predict the test results. The other was concerned with the effects of 
changes in different variables on the behavior of single-d.egree~of-freedom 
2 
systems. Effort was also expended on an approximate analysis of the test results 
using charts and on the comparison of the test results to the predictions of 
existing analy't:;ical procedures, especially that developed in the Design Manual of 
the Office of the Chief of Engineers (Ref. 2). 
During the period covered by this report several new pieces of equip-
ment were manufactured. These included a test frame, load cell, deflection gages) 
and a load distributing beam j:'or future tests. 
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4. Notation 
The following notation has been used in this report: 
a acceleration of the beam 
a acceleration at midspan 
c 
A - area of tension reinforcement 
S 
A 1 area of compression reinforcement 
s 
b = width of beam 
d = di,stance from top of beam to centroid of tension reinforcement 
d l = distance between the centroids of the compression and. tension 
reinforcement 
E initial stati,c tangent modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
c 
determined. from tests of 6 by 12-in. control cylinders 
Ecd ini,tia~ dy:p.~ic tangE:;nt modulus of elasticity 
E mod.ulus of el,asticityof the tension reinforcement 
s 
E" modulus of elasticity of the compression reinf'orcerrrent 
s 
f =com:puted concrete stress at top surface of beam 
c 
f~ = static compressive strength of concrete determinedf:uom 
c 
6 by l2,,..in.control cylinders 
ff = dy:p.aw:Lc compressive strengt,' h of concrete 
cd 
f = stati'c modulus of ruptureoi'concrete determined from 
r 
6 by 6 by 20-in. control beams 
fra. = dynamic modulus of rupture of concrete 
f = stress in' tension Teinf1o'rcement 
s 
ft stress in .compression reinforcement 
s 
3 
4 
fy static yield strength of tension reinforcement 
fyd dynamic yield strength of tension! reinforcement 
fl static yield strength of compression reinforcement (obtained y 
from tests in tension) 
ff dynamic yield strength of compression reinforcement yd 
h beam height 
i distributed inertia force of beam 
I :::; total inertia force of beam including stub; also moment of 
inertia .of beam cross~section 
Id total inertia force of beam exclusive of stub 
j distance -between tension force and center of compression of 
the concrete in compression on the cross-section of a rein-
forced concrete beam, divided by £ and e~ual to (1 - k t /3) 
k :::; stiffness of e<lui valent spring. system 
kl initial, stiffness 0:[' beam ore~ui valent SDF system. 
k2 slope of inelastic portion of resistance ,diagram 
kl deptho'f neutral axis of transforrnedsection for beams 
reinforced in tension and compression (stTaight line theory) 
divided by.~ 
kif :::; dr/d 
£ distance along beam measured from support 
L length of beam span 
m distributed mass of beam 
M total mas s of beam :::; H1L 
M mass concentrated at midspan 
c 
M e~uivalent mass concentrated at midspan 
e 
M = maximum bending moment at section of failure in flexure 
maX 
MP = plastic moment resistance as defined by Refe+ence 2 
M bending moment at section of subse~uent failure corresponding y 
n 
p 
p 
p' 
p 
e 
to yielding of tension reinforcement 
= E /E . static modular ratio s c .... -
Es/Ecd' dynamic modular ratio 
= magnitude of applied load 
= A /bd 
s 
= A'/bd 
s 
= magnitude of e~uivalent step-pulse 
P = maximum applied load 
max 
.-
P 
Y 
== load corresponding to yielding of tension reinforcement 
Q resistance of the beam or resistance ofe~uivalent SDF system 
= Pf/f~ 
= PfYd/f~d 
(pf - p' f' ) / f' 
Y Y c 
(pfyd - pff;d)/f~d 
= (pf - p 1ff)/f' 
s Y c 
= (pf - p'f Y )/f' s yd- cd 
Q- ma.xin;l1W resistance of beam 
-rnax-
5 
\ = beam resistance corresponding to yielding of tension reinforcement 
\ dynamic inelastic resistance level 
\e inelastic r~sistance level ofe~ui valent statiG elasto-plastic 
system 
r = percent of web reinforcing 
6 
R magnitude of reaction 
R individual beam reactions 
a"b 
T natural period of vibration 
t time 
t duration of e~uivalent step-pulse 
e 
td decay time of load 
t time corresponding to maximum. response 
max 
t ~~uivalent time to maximum response for use with stsp-pulse 
maxe 
analysis 
t = duration of load p 
t rise time of load 
r 
w width of column stub along longitudinal axis of beam 
successive amplitudes of vibration trace used in deter-
mining natural period of vibration 
0: ratio of slope of work-hardening region to slope of elastic 
region of tension reinforcement stress-strain relation 
o;f ratio of slope of work ... hardening region to slope of elastic 
f3e 
f3 
5 
max 
region of compression reinforcement stress-strain relation 
(determined from tension test)! 
~ /~ = static ductility f&Gtor of a beam 
max y . 
6 /6 = ductility factor of; equivalent static elasto'" 
max ye 
plastic system 
;& /:6 = dynamic d.uctili ty factor 
max y 
logarithmic decrement 
maximum dynamic response of beam or SDF system 
dynamic deflection of SDF system at time of 25 milliseconds 
d.eflection 
t:, 
max 
'6 
max 
6 y 
t:, ye 
midspan deflection 
maximum static d.eflection of beam 
maximum dynamic deflection capacity 
permanent deflection resulting from a dynamic test 
beam deflection corresponding to Q (or P for beams loaded y y 
statically) 
smallest deflection corresponding to ~ 
smallest deflection corresponding to ~e 
E strain in tension reinforcement at beginning of work-hardening 
o 
region 
E v strain in compression reinforcement at begin...ning of work-
o 
hardening region (determined from. tension test) 
E static strain in tension reinforcement corresponding to y 
beginning of yielding 
Eyd dynamic strain in tension reinforcement corresponding to 
beginning of yielding 
E T static strain i.n compression reinforcement corresponding to y 
beginning of yielding (determined from tension test) 
E' dynamic strain in co~pression reinforcement corresponding to yd 
beginning of yield.ing 
~y maximum curvature in beam at yielding of tension reinforcement 
7 
8 
II. SINGLE=DEGREE-OF=FF.EEDOM ANALYSIS 
50 Introduction 
When a prismatic beam is subjected to a rapid load it will generally 
vibrate as a system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The analysis 
of such a system.J however J i.s too complicated. to be used in designo This diffi-
culty is increased when the i.nelasti.c behavior of the member is to be consideredo 
Therefore.Jl i.n this study the 'beam i.s approximated as a single-degree-of-freedom 
(SDF) system and the dynamic response of the system is computed. In the process 
of computi.ng thi.s response different variables are i.ntroduced and the effects of 
these variables are studied 0 
The behavior of a .reinforced concrete beam when subjected to a slow 
rate of loadi.ng can be d.efined. by i.ts load-deflecti.on characteristics which are 
represented by a resistance diagram. The shape of this resistance diagram 
depends on such properties as yield strength of steelJ concrete strength, and 
percentage of reinforcem.ent. The combined effect of these properties can be 
represented by a single expression 9 qY = (pf - pVfl')/f'? 0 A hi.gh value of qt 
. Y Y c 
corresponds to a beam of a 'brittle nature. 
The analyses presented in this chapter are '!Jased on a stati.c resistance 
diagram which elosely approximated. the load-deflection curve obtained from an 
actual test. Since the variations in the cross=sectional properties from beam 
to beam were slight J the static properties of one -beam can be taken as the static 
properties of a beam tested dynamically 0 
When a reinforced concrete member is subjected to rapid loading,? both 
the concrete compressive strength and the yield. point of the reinforcing steel 
are increased 0 As a result.Jl the resistance diagram of the member und.er rapid 
loading is different from that correspondi.ng to static loading. Generally, the 
9 
-initial slope of the resistance diagram for rapid loading is eQual to or greater 
than the corresponding slope for static loading. The subseQuent slopes mayor 
may not change from one loading condition to the other. 
60 EQuivalent Single-Degree-of-Freedom System 
As stated above, the exact analysis of a flexible beam with distributed 
mass subjected to impulsive loadings is too complicated for use as a design tool, 
especially when inelastic as well as elastic behavior is to be considered. 
Therefore, it is desirable to modify the system to one to which a simplified 
analysis can be applied 0 To accomplish this it is assumed that at anyone time 
the beam vibrates in some definite deflection configuration. This assumption, 
in effect, reduces the system to a SDF system, since only a single coordina.rte is 
neces.sary to define its position at anyone time 0 As a result, if the motion of 
anyone point is known, the motion of any other point can be found by simple 
proportion. It is convenient to consider only the motion of a point a~the 
midspan of the beam. 
ASDF system may be represented as illustrated in Fig. 1 which snows 
a mass, M , attached at the end of a spring which exerts a resisting force, Q.lI 
e 
when the mass is displaced by an amount 6. For this system to be eQuivalent to 
the original beaut the <luantities k,? M , ~, and P must correspond to the actual 
e 
Cluanti ties k1 , (mL), 6c ' and P Of the original beam in such away that the 
replacement (eCluivalent) system will exhibit the same motion as the midspan of 
the original system having .a .distributed mass. This eCluivalence may be obtained 
if, at anyone time, the kinetic energy during vibration of the replacementSDF 
system is eClual to the kinetic energy of the original beam vibrating in some 
definite deflection configuration (Rayleigh1s Method). 
The relations between the Cluantities of the two systems are as follows: 
10 
The acceleration ~ of the equivalent system represents the acceleration 
of the original beam measured at midspan. 
The displacement of 6, in Figo 1. re}?resents the deflection 6, of the 
c 
midspan of the original beam in Figo 10 
The resistance of the system;; Q;J rep:resents the intern.al. resistance of 
the original. beamo The val.ue of Q is a function of the displacementjl 6;; as illus-
trated i.n Fi.g 0 20 It is convenient to thi.nk of the resistance=deflection curve 
in thi.s figure as being composed of a seri.es of straight lines as shown 0 
The spring constant;; k,') represents the sti.f'fness of the original beam 
and its value d.epends upon the deflection confi.gu.ration which that beam is 
assumed to have at anyone timeo Thus;; if the deflection is assumed to be that 
caused. by a concentrated. load at midspan,') the stiffness wou.ld be 48EI/L3 o If 
the deflection i.s assumed to be due to a clistributed load, the stiff-
ness would be 384EI/5I.,3o 
The load P i.s an equivalent l.oad r"elated to the load P t' I applied 
ac va 
to the prismati.c beamo The value of P is d.etermined from work considerations 
as follows ~ the wbrk done J during a certain peri.od of time J by the actual load 
Pt. 1,'1 acting through the mid.span clefl.ecti.ors . .? (:.,C.? of the actual beam,? is equal 
ac ·ua . 
to the work done;; during the same period. of time;; some load P acti.ng through 
the d.isplacement J 6;; of the Y'epl.acement SDF Si.nce the d.ispl.acements 6 
. c 
and ~ are equal;; it is apparent if tt~ load on the actual beam is concen= 
trated at m.i.dspanp the equivalent load.J PJ to be l1secl in the replacement system 
is P =: P 0 
actual 
The m.ass n M n is an eq:u.i valent mass relatecl to the total d_istri.buted 
, e" 
mass of the original beamJ M =: mLo The value of M 1.8 determined by equating e 
the k.inetic energi.es o:f the two systems clu.ring vi.bration 0 It can then be shown 
that this value is a function of the cleflection configuration which the ori.ginal 
beam is assumed to have at any one time. Thus, if the deflection is assumed to 
be represented by a sine c'LtJ::"ve, the equivalent mass, Me' is one .... half the total 
mass of the original beam. If the deflection curve is assumed. to be that of a 
beam with a concentra:ted static load at midspan, the eq,ui valent mass is 17/35 
of the maSs of the 'beam." And finally, if the deflection shape is ass'U;med trian-
gular, as is a.pproximately the case when the beam is in the inelastic range of 
ment SnF system representing the behavior at m!dspan is M eM. 
e c 
Wh61n the force, P, is applied to the mass, the motion of the system is 
governed by the equ~tion, 
(1) 
i The simplifying assumption that the beam under investigation behaved 
To accomplish one objecti va of this inve stiga.t ion, that is, to stud,y 
this; two approachas can be used: 
(1) By measuring the deflections at several points along the beam 
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at any time during the test. The eClui valent mass to be used in the analysis of 
the SDF system may then ,be q..~terminedfro~ en~rgy considerations as described 
above 0 An attempt can ,be made to computeveleq;ities EJ.p .the rf~:rst derivative of 
the measureddeflection ... time cur.v~ or th~ velocity value,s ~.an be assumed .to vary 
along the length of' the. beam in the same f~shJ.9n :.a$ the deflection. By having 
also a :;r'ecord of the . acceleration at midspan of the beam an(t·, a,record of the 
appliedloaq., ECl. (l)'can be uniCluely sol,vedfor the, Cluantity Q, the resistance, 
at any given time. The resistance-d.~flection char~~t~ris.tics. can then bE; deter-
mined using the resistance ... time relat:;to:r:;tB. as computed above and the; measured 
defl:~ction-time characteristiCEl' (Ref 0 1) 0 Th:;tsapproach ,is appl~e~ to the test 
results of several beams in Section13?, 
(2) In the investigation presented i.n th:i.s chapter.anothera:gproach is 
followed to arrive at the resistance diagram., Till.s approach was outlined in 
Refo l~ 
First, a dynamic resistance,;"deflection relationship (Q - ~ di.agram) 
.' . , ,'. 
is assumed for the 6Cluivalent SDF system. Based oIl this relationship, the 
response of the system is computed by making use of Eg .. (1) 0 ,Next..., the response 
thus obtained. is compared to the actual resJ?onse measured during .a rapid load 
test of the beam. If the two responses match.l' then the assumed. d;ynamic resist-
ance diagram is consid.ered to belong to' a system which..., lmdE;!r the same condition 
of load.ing.l' will give a response identical to that of the beam actually tested. 
If the responses do not match then the trial is repeated until the 
desired agreement is achieved. The parameters which have to be introduced to 
bring about the desired changes in the response are discussed in Section 8. 
Beam l-c was tested dynamically and according to method (2) explained 
above, the dynamic resistanG~ diagram of an equivalent system was established 
(Probo 699) and the response of that system to the idealized loading pulse of 
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Beam 1-c was computed to match the actual response of that beamo (See Fig. 130) 
The response (deflection-time relationship) of the eCluivalent SDF system was 
evaluated. numerically on the ILLIAC using Newmark f s Beta Method 0 This method 
does not reCluire the use of measured accelerations but assumes that the accel-
eration during a certain time interval varies in some definite manner, here taken 
as a linear variation with time (Ref 0 1) 0 The variation of the eClui valent mass 
M can be taken into account by this method of computing the response., However, 
e 
in all but several of the systems analyzed. in this investigation theeClui valent 
mass was assumed to remain constant. 
Having now establ.ished the dynamic resistance diagram of the eClui valent 
system it is desirable to compute the dynamic reactions of this system in addi-
tion to computing its response to a certain loading condition. Though it has 
been previously stated that a multiple-degree-of-freedom analysis may be neces-
sary to accurately predict reactions (Refo 1) it is instructive to investigate 
the reaction as predicted by a SDF analysis. For this purpose it is convenient 
to use another simplified representation of the SDF system as illustrated in 
Fig. 40 
If this eCluivalent system is accepted as representing the original 
beam, then each reaction is eClual to (p - Ma)/20 But Ma = P - Q and, therefore, 
R = Q/2o In Fig. 5 is shown a comparison of the relationQ/2 vs. time to the 
observed reactions of Beam I-c. Here Q is a resistance computed from the ideal~ 
ized load. and measured deflection characteristics of Beam l-c using the ILLIAC 
and the proced.ure described above" (See Fig. 96 for idealized load.) 
The following is perhaps a more rigorous way of computing reactions, 
taki.ng i.nto account the distribution of inertia forces in the beamo 
The deflected shape ofa beam loaded statically at midspan can be 
described by, 
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where 
b, deflection at a point 1 distance from the support, 
L span, 
~ midspan deflection. 
c 
If during ~elastic vibration each particle of the beam is assumed to 
have an acceleration bearing this same relatio~ship to the acceleration at mid-
span, (an assumption of' this ttpe is necessary to reduce the system to a SDF 
syst.em) then 
a 
where 
a acceleration at a distance 1 from the support, 
a acceleration at midspano 
c 
The inertia force of a point 1 distance from the support is 
i = mae 
Integrating to obtain a total inertia for the beam, exclusive of the stub, 
~> I~ 
?,=a 1 2 Id = (3 - 4 L) ; 0 C L L2 
Including the stub, such as Beam l-c had" 
where 
I = (5/8)a mL + M a 
c c c 
ill = distributed mass of the beam, 
M = mass of midspan stub. 
c 
dl (5/8)a mL 
c 
(5mL/8 + M )a 
c c 
( 4) 
(6) 
Now, the acceleration at midspan for an impulse-loaded beam considered as a SDF 
system is 
where 
a 
c 
P - Q. 
M 
e 
P load applied at midspan, 
Q, internal resistance of the beam, 
M eCluivalent mass of the SDF system 0 (In Refo 1 it is stated that 
e 
for the beam.s of Series 1, such as l~c, this value of M is 
e 
2j 00971 Ib-sec lI in. This value was based on using a sine wave to 
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describe the deflection curve during ,elastic vibrationo If ECl. (2) 
is used this value is 00946 Ib-sec;/ino) 
For the type of beams being dealt with, :for the elastic range 1. is 
gi ven by Eqs 0 (6) and (7) as: 
I 
Since, for these beams, 
then)' 
mL = 10 748 Ib-sec~ jino 
M 
c 
00097 Ib=secfjin o 
M = 00946 lb-sec~jino 
e 
(5mLj8 + M ) P ... Q, 
c M 
e 
I = 1.257 (p -Q,) 
(8) 
Applying dYAlembertYs Principle and conSidering the beam as a static 
system with all inertia forces concentrated at mid_span, (see Fig 0 4) 
2R + I = Po (10) 
Substituting Eqo (9) into Eq. (10)' we obtain f'or the reaction, 
(11) 
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In the plastic range of behavior, the deflected shape of the midspan-
loaded beam closely approximates a triangle. Assuming that the accelerations 
along the beam. also vary in this manner, 
and 
Including the stub, 
I 
or 
1 
a = 2a L c 
(1/2)a mLo 
c 
(1/2)a mL + M a = a (mL!2 + M ) 
c c c c c 
I = (mL/2 + Mc) PM- Q 
e 
(12) 
(14) 
(15) 
Since the Q function developed with the aid of the ILLIAC to represent 
the dynamic resistance of Beam l-c is based on the assumption that the e~uiva-
lent mass remains constant throughout the elastic and plastiC ranges of behaVior, 
the value of the e~ui valent mass used in this analysis will also be held constant 
at 0,,-946 Ib-sec~/ino for both ranges of behavior, Hence, 
I = 1.026 (p - Q) (16) 
whence, from Eq,; (10) 
R = Oo513Q - 0.013P 
The Manual of the Corps of Engineers entitled "Design of Structures-to 
Resist the Effects of Atom.ic Weapons H (Ref" 2) has these e~uations for the 
~uesti~n at hand: 
For the elastic range, 
(18) 
For the inelastic range, 
However, the Manual takes into consideration the change inequivalent mass as 
behavior changes :from elastic to plastic (whereas the analysis above does not) 
and does not, of course, consider the midspan stubo Modifying Eqs. (18) and 
(19) to embrace these factors yields: 
For the elastic range, 
R = 0.752Q- 0.252P (20) 
For the plastic range, 
R = 00 520Q- 0.020P (21) 
The expressions for reactions developed in the Manual involve an 
assumption for the distribution of resistance that, i.t is felt, is not entirely 
necessaryo This accounts, in part, for the discrepancies between Eqso (11) and 
( 20), and Eqs. ( 17) and (21) 0 However, as will be seen subsequently, these 
differences are not great .. 
There is an inconsistency in the above presentation which should be 
pointed outo The Q function used, that computed for Beam l-c, is based on .an 
M = 00971 lb-sec~/in" (This value is determined by assuming the deflection 
e 
configuration during elastic vibration to be a sine wave 0 ) However, the inertia 
force is determined using an M . = 0 0946 Ib.,.,sec~ jin. The presentation below re-
e 
solves this inconsistency by using an inertia force computed.witha sine wave 
for the assumed deflection function. 
The deflection shape of a simply-supported beam vibrating elastically 
can be described by 
A A • rd 
D = DC sln L (2a) 
If the system is ass.umed to be a SDF system then 
a 
Since 
i = ma ( 4) 
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then 
Including the stub, 
I 2 ..... amL+Ma 
l( c c C (2rnL/1C + M) a c c 
or 
Using 
I = (2mL/rt + Mc) PM- Q 
mL = 10748 Ib.;..sec~/ino 
M = 0 .. 097 Ib ... sec? fino 
c 
M = 00971 Ib.;.sec~/ino e . 
-e 
one obtains 
I = 10246 (p -Q) 
Since 
2R + I P 
then 
( 5a) 
(6a) 
(8a) 
(10) 
( 
R = 0.623Q ,- 0.123P (lla) 
ECluation (lla) is to be compared withEqo (11) 0 The difference is not 
great enough to be noticeable,; 
or) 
and 
In the plastic range, 
I = (mL/2 + M ) P = Q 
c M 
using M '= a .. 971 Ib-sec~ /in" 
e 
e 
I = 10000 (p - Q) 
A comparison of the results of the various equations is given in 
Section 160 
(16a) 
70 Solution o~ Problems Using ILLIAC 
The problem of determining the deflection-time relationship of a SDF 
system of knownresistancec~aracteristics has been coded for the ILLIAC, the 
electronic digital computer at the University of Illinois. The code uses 
Newmark! s Beta Method and reCluires knowledge of the resistance :function of the 
system)) the load pulse:; and the natu:ral period of vibration of the system in 
the range of elastic behavior o The para,meters that are supplied to thecod.e as 
well as the answers which the code yields are expressed in a d.imensionless form; 
that is.7 loads in terms of the capacity of the system at the intE:;rs'ection of the 
lni tlal and secondary slopes J Q,.,:;deflections in terms of the deflectioncorres-
-L 
pondlngto QI :; and time in terms of the natural period of vibrationo The load 
function which this code can hand.le can be of practically any shape.? provided it 
is approximated. by a series of straight lines and the various load parameters 
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can be assigned finite values a The resistance :function which the code can handle 
can also be of any shape J approximated by a series of straight lines J provided no 
secondary slope is larger in absolute value than the ini.tlalslope of the resist-
ance d.lagram 0 
Approximately 300 problems have been solved. on the ILLIAC; that is, the 
de:flection versus time response has been determined for. approxi.mately 300 SDF 
systems of various resistance characteri.stics and sub'.jected to vari.ous load.i.ng 
cond.iti.onso The nature of the resistance and load functions assumed in the analy-
sis are illustrated in Fi.go 6 c> The resistance and. load characteristics which were 
varied. in these problems are listed in Tabl.e 1 and are defined in .Secti.on 40 
8 <> Variables Affecting the Response 
Of the variables studied, the effects on responsE! of changes in load 
magni tud.e anddura,tion were studied primarily in the~ early part of this investi-
gat ion..., and specifically before the dYnamic tast of Beam l-co This study was 
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made to determine the behavior of various syStems when sub jected to a range of 
possible loading pulses which could be produced by the impulse-loading machine. 
In this group, Probo 672-675 are also included. The effects of these variables 
are described fully in Ref. 1 and only the most important conclusions are repro-
duced here. 
After the test bf Beam l-c, however, an idealization of the loading 
pulse obtained .during that test waS used in all analyses and thus the study was 
concentrated on the ef'fects of'other varia.bles. The load pulse used in the 
analysis is a simplification of the actual pUlse applied to the beam, as is shown 
in Fig 0 960 It was kept cons:tant throughout the problems reported below 0 
The problems solved on the ILLIACand presented here can be divided 
into two groups.. Group A consists of the problems that were solved in the pro-
! 
cess of finding a system Wllich, under the given load, would. give a dynamic 
response identical to that measured in the test of Beam I-co Group B includes 
the problems which were solved purely for the purpose of studying the .effects 
of different variables as well as for other special purposes as will be explained 
subsequently. 
In Group A, the effort to match the actual response of Beam l-c by 
various SDF systems subjected to the idealized load ultimately developed into 
an effort to obtain the following values for the following critical variables: 
o 
max 
t 
max 
3.0 inches 
50.0 milliseconds 
1.28 inches 
The terms 5 and t are the coorClinates of the maximum response of Beam l-c 
max max 
under the dynamic load. The term 025 is the deflection of' Beam l~c as measured 
at a time t = 25 milliseconds, and is used here to provide an indication as to 
whether the initial portion of the computed response curve (that is, the portion 
21. 
between t = 15 and t = 35 milliseconds) is anywhere near the corresponding portion 
of the actual response of Beam I-c. 
Grou:g A 
Frob 0 537-548: In these problems the yield resistance ~ Q ,7 of Beam I-d, y 
as obtained from the static test~ was combined with various yield deflections and 
various secondary slopeso The yielddeflections,7 (and consequently the initial 
slopes) JJ were determined so as to result in systems of three di,ffererrt natural 
peri,od.s of vibrationo The reason for these tri,a1 systems was the uncertainty as 
to the true value of the periodJ Tj) for Beam I-co A value of 1506 milliseconds 
was obtai.ned by hitting the beam. wi,th a hammer and recordj.ng its vibration with I 
an oscilloscope D A value of 3000 milliseconds was read. off the record of the 
deflection versus ti,me of Beam 1-c and it was taken as twice the di stance between 
two consecutive points of zero deflection after the beam entered the range of 
free vibration in the plastic region and finallYj) a value of 3103 milliseconds 
was derived from the expreSSion T := 2:n:\&e/k,lJ where kl is the initial slope of 
the static resistance diagram of Beam l"",d, and. M = 0 0971 Ib~sec,,2 li.no Thus, 
e 
Frob" 541-544J using a period of vibration of 3103 milliseconds.? involved re-
sistance diagrams whose yield properties represented. the static yield properties 
of Beam l-d most closely. 
The responses of these systems were computed and compared to the actual 
dynamic response .of Beam, l-c 0 The maxiniumdeflectionJ 5 j) and. the time to maxi-max 
mum deflectionj) t p did not match the correspond.ing combination of these 
max 
quantities for Beam l""c (Figo 7) 0 In the problems in which the ini.tial slope of 
the resi.stance diagram was large (small natu~ral period.) J the desired combination 
of these quantities might have been obtained wi th some manipulation of the 
second.ary slope". Howeyer)) the initi.al portion of the response curve obtained 
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in these - pro.blems was much lower than the corresponding portion of the measured 
curve of Beam l-c, even if the maximum quantities coincided. (See for example, 
Frob 0 608 versus response of Beam l-c, Fig. 8.) 
In the problems in which the initial slope of the resistance diagram 
was small (large period), and in which a normal range of secondary slopes was 
used, very high max!mum response values were obtained. The initial portion of 
the computed response curves was much higher than the corresponding portion of 
the measured. response of Beam l-c, but as yet there was no indication as to 
whether this difference was due to the higher maximum values of response or due 
to the high period. 
Frob 0 549-562: From the previous group, Frob. 541-544 seemed mO$t 
promising. However, in an effort to obtain responses with lower maximumdeflec-
tions and. decreased times to maximum deflection, the systems of Frob. 549.,..562 
were investigated. These systems contained resistance diagrams with the same 
initial slope as the static resistance diagram of Beam I-d (and of Frob 0 541-544) , 
but with yield properties being increased along that slope. Most of the computed 
maximum responses of systems in this group with secondary slopes other than zero 
were too small in comparison to the measured one, and they all took place at a 
t lower than the measured t . That is, the maximum responses obtained in 
max max 
these problems, when superimposed on the measured response, were lower than and 
to the left of it (see Fig. 9). 
Frob. 563-571: In an effort to move the maximum re$ponses "uP!! and 
VYto the righttf relative to their positions in Probe 549-562, a higher yield 
deflection was used with a somewhat low yield resistance, ~, (in the range of 
The effect of this change was greater on D than it was 
max 
on t 0 Thus, the time to maximum deflection, t ,was brought near the desired 
max max 
value but the corresponding maximum deflections were too high (see Fig. 10). 
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Frob. 572=600: The object of these problems was to reduce the values of 
the maximum deflections and the deflections at 25 milliseconds from the values 
obtained in the preceding set of problems 0 To achieve this the yield resistance, 
~J was increased to 3200 kips while the yield deflection was kept in the neighbor-
The desired combination ofB and t waq approached 
max max 
fairly closely (Figo 11) but again the early portion of the response curves ob= 
tained was too high in comparison to that of" the actual response of Beam l-c 0 
Probo 618=626~ The experience from the preceding problems had. been 
that even though the desired value of maximum response was obtained. at the 
desired time this had. not necessarily insured that the entire computed response 
would match the actual one 0 , Therefore) it was decided to attempt to obtain the 
desiredB25 and then) introducing other vari.ables,9 to obtain the correct 5 max 
and toTo achieve this,9 resistance diagrams were constructed having values 
max 
of natural period wi thin the confined range of 20 to 28 millisecond.s 0 It was 
reasonable to use this particular range because an observation of the response 
of systems 608 and 575 and.' of the response of Beam l=c F'ig 0 8) showed. that the 
period of vibration of the desired system lay approximately halfway between the 
values of 1506 and 3304 milliseconds 0 The most promi.sing .results were obtained 
with the systems havi.ng a period T = 24 to 25 milli.seconds (Frob 0 621.,9 622) 0 
The values of 0 and t in these problems were somewhat high but they could. 
max max 
be lowered if higher secondary slopes were introdu.ced (see Figo 12)0 
Probe 642-657~ In these pro'blems the effort was confined to systems 
having resistance diagrams similar to those of Frob 0 621 and. 6220 Many resist= 
ance diagrams were constructed wi thi.n the confined range o'f these two problems 0 
The main variable among these resistances was the second.ary slope J k.2 0 It was 
varied from 0 to 00030 klo Several responses were obtai.ned which matched that 
of Beam l-c Clui.te closelyo The closest one was the response of the system of 
Probo 654 (see Figo 13)0 
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Probo 697-700~ To obtain an even closer match between the computed and 
the actual response a further refinement of the, systems of the preceding problems 
was made. All the problems resulted in responses very close to the actual one of 
Beam l=c 0 The most perfect match was obtained_ in Frob. 699 where the system with 
the following resistance characteristics was used~ 
\ = 27.,93 kips 
~ = 00434 inches y 
T 24.4 milliseconds 
Prob 0 682-685: In these problems an atterp.pt was made to obtain a 
response curve closely approximating that of Beam l~cJ by using a resistance 
diagram with a secondary slope equal to zero. To achieve this the yield proper-
ties of system 654 (or 699) were increased to compensat~ for the effect of de-
creasing the secondary slope. A very close but not perfect agreement was obtained 
between the response of Frob 0 684 and that of Beam l-c (see Fig. 14) 0 
Frob. 692 and 70l=704~ The dynamic response in these problems was com-
put ed, on the basis of the 8<1ui valent mass, M J changing during the transition 
e 
from the elastic to the inelastic stages of behavior. To achieve thiS, a new 
cocle was written for the ILLIAC . With this code J when the system reaches first 
yiel.ding, itseCluivalent mass is multiplied by a factor necessary to change l.ts 
value from mL/2 to ml/3o (In this case the mass was multipli.ed by 2/3 i.n ord_er 
to change it from the value of [mL/2 + M ] to 2/3 [mL/2 + M ] 0) Pro'blem 701 
c· c 
gave results comparable to those ofProbo 654 and 699 (see Fig. 15)0 
Group B 
Frob 0 602-6172 629-641 2 658=699~ These problems were solved for the 
sole purpose of studj"i.ng the effects of changes i.n the different variables J such 
as secondary slope, yield properties~ etco The effects of these variables will 
be discussed in Section 90 
Prob 0 686-689 2 693-694~ As stated. ,above ~ the analyses of the systems 
stud.ied hitherto were based on dynamic resistance diagrams which were considered 
to be dif:ferent variations of the static resistance diagram of Beam l=co In 
addi tion.~ the assumption was made that the static resistance characteristi.cs of 
Beam l-c could be represented by the observed static load-deflection character-
istics of Beam I-do Therefore~ the analyses began with several systems having 
resistance diagrams which approximated the static load=def.!ection curve of 
Beam I-d.o In these problems:; this load.,.,d.eflectioncurve (shown on Figo 42) was 
replaced by a simplified bilinear resistance diagram (see Figo 42)0 
In order to determine whether this simplification of an actual resist-
ance diagram is sufficiently accurate:; it was decided to study a system with a 
resi.stance d.1.agram identi.cal to the load=deflection C1J.rve of Beam l-d; compute 
its response to a certain loadJ and. compare it to t.he responses J under the same 
load.J of systems with resistance d.iagrams approximating the measured load-
deflection curve for Beam l",do Thus J the system in Probo 689 has resistance 
characteri.stics identical to the static properties of Beam l.~do Each of the 
systems 686=688 has a resistance diagram whi.ch :i.s an .approximation of that of 
Prob 0 6890 In the dj.agrams of these systems 0 686-688 J the initial lines are 
almost the sarrie as those i.n the diagram of system 6890 The secondary lines J 
however.? are arbitrary variations of the co:rrespond5.ng section of the diagram 
of that system (see Flgo .16) 0 
The resistance diagram of system 693 was constructed by eq,uati.ng its 
area to the area under the resistance diagram of Probo 689 up to a deflection 
~ = 3 in 0 The diagram of system 694 was constructed by eQuating the moment of 
its area about ~ = 3 ino to the same moment of system 689 about ~ = 3 i.no (see 
F"igs 0 17,9 18) 0 
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Systems 686",,689, 693 J 694 were all subjected to the same impulse loading 
and the dynamic responses were compared 0 Systems 693 and 694 gave responses quite 
close to the response of' system 689 (Figo 19)J thus indicating that perhaps a 
multilinear resistance diagram may be simplified to an equivalent bilinear diagram 
if the area under the latter is equal to the corresponding area of the original. 
one J or if the moments of areas of the two diagrams about a given point are equal. 
The response of system 687 is also quite close to that of system 689 
(Fig. 16)" It can be seen, however, _mat the resistance diagram of system 687 
happens to be quite sim.ilar to that of' system 693 (Figs. 16 and 17), and espec-
ially the secondary slopes of the two systems are practically equalo 
dynamic resistance diagram of system 654 was arbitrari.ly changed to trilinear 
diagrams in order to understand the effects of this refinement on the dynamic 
response o:f these systems" Specifically~ l.t was attempted to see whether ·the 
response curves of these systems would match the measured response of Beam l~c 
even more closely than the response of system 654 dido 
In P.r.ob 0 690 and 691 the d.eflection ~. of system 689 (static resist-
ance o:f Beam I-d) was kept constant whi"le the correspond.ing resistance, Q.'l' was 
..l.. 
increased 0 This 'was done i.n an attempt to obtai.n the same response as that of 
system 654 -byusi.ng a multilinear resistance diagram. 
Problems 695 and: 696 consist of systems with resistance d.iagrams which 
are similar to the resistance diagram of system 689 but i.nwhich the yield re-
si.stances have been i.ncreased as follows 0 In system. 695 the deflection,? ~J was 
kept the same as in system 689 but the resistance,.? Ql' was increased. so that i.t 
woul.d result i.n a peri.od,.? T,.? equal to that o:f system 654 (2404 milliseconds). 
In system 696 the deflection ~ 'was again k.ept the same as i.n 689 while the 
resl.stance,? Q1 = 2004 kips} was increased. by the pro:portion2802/2304, where 
28.2 is the d.ynamic yield resistance of system 654 and 2304 is the yield resist-
ance of the equivalent systems 687, 693)' and 694. 
The system of Probo 677 gave a response which closely resembles the 
actual response of Beam I-c and. the response of system 654 (Figo 20). However), 
the improvements, if any, in the response curve of these systems do not justify 
the refinement of 'using a trilinear resistance diagram. Systems 690, 691)' 695)' 
and 696 gave responses which did not approach the actual one of Beam I-c. 
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Prob. 680, 681~ These two problems contain systems whose resistance 
diagrams were taken as the sum of the average reacti.on versus deflection relatiqn-
ship as measured in the dynamic test of Beam I-co This relationship contains 
secondary slopes at various points which are negati.ve and larger in absolute 
value than the initial one. Because of the limitations in the coding of the 
problems>, however), the secondary slope of the resistance diagram whi.ch was sup-
plied ·to the ILLIACcould not be larger in absolute value than the i.nitial slope, 
and therefore the results obtai.ned in these problems are not of any particul.ar 
value to this investigation. 
90 Stu.dies of the Effects of Different Variables 
The dynamic response of a system may be affected by changes i.n the 
varia;b1.es e1 ther i.n the resistance function of the system or i.n the loading 
function applied. to the system. 
In this' investigation the effects of changes in the resistance charac-
teristics are studied primarily 0 The effects of changes in the loading :function 
have been studied. previously (Ref. 1) and only the most representative cases of 
these studies are presented here. 
In stud.ying the effects of changes in one particular' quantity of the 
resl.stance function, the other quantitIes should be kept constant 0 This, 
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however, has not always been possible because changes in some resistance charac-
teristics may automatically result in changes in others. Thus, a variation in 
the yield .defl.ection, ~ , while the yield resistance Q. , is kept constant, is y y 
identical to a variation in the initial slope, kl , and vice-versao Therefore, 
several variables could not be isolated and have been studied in conjunction with 
others" 
(a) Effects of Changes in Resistance Functions on Response 
The effects of the following'variables have been studied: initial slope, 
k l ; secondary slope, k 2; yield deflection, 6y ; and yield resistance,·\. Because 
these variables interact to a considerable extent, no definite relation can be 
established between each one of them individually and the response of the system. 
Thus the effect of each of these variables is different for systems having differ-
ent periods of vibration. 
The effects of changes in initial slope, kl , while k2 and \ are kept 
constant are shown in Figs. 21 and 22. A change in kl while k2 and \ are kept 
constant is identical to a change in6y with k2 and \ constant as is shown. in 
Figs. 23 and 24. It can be seen that as the yield. deflection, /:), increases y 
while Q is kept constant, the maximum response increases and the time to maximum y 
response, t , increases.. Simultaneously, the period of vibration, T, increases. 
max 
The amount by which the res:ponse i.s affected by changes in the initial 
slope (or yield deflection) depends somewhat on the ran,ge of values ,of the natural 
period o.f' 'Vibration of the system. (Compare Figs., 21 and 22 .. ) 
Changes in the secondary. slope, k2 , an"l the yield properties, \ and 
~y' and in the yield reSistance, \' are shown. in Figs. '25-31 and the effects of 
these ch~ges on the response of the systems are self-explanatory. 
In Table 1 the values of the maximum resistancecharacteri?tics, Q 
"max 
and.~ ,are also presented. These variables, however, have been u~ed here only 
max 
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as a means of establishing the secondary slope of the resistance diagrams of the 
systems j and they have no effect whatsoever on the response. The reason is that 
in the resistance diagrams of the systems supplied to the ILLIA.C the resi.stance 
does not drop to zero and thus, as far as the ILLIAC is concerned, the last line 
of each diagram extends infinitely or nearly so. That is~ in effect ~ is 
max 
:i.nfinite,9 and therefore has no effect on the response .. 
(b) Effects of Changes in Loading .Function on Response 
In Figs 0 32 and. 33 are shown the effects of changes in the duration of 
the load appl.:ied to the systemo Figures 34 and 35 show thet:!ffects of changes 
i.n the magni.tude of the applied load (Ref 0 1.). 
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1110 TESTS OF BEAlVlS 
100 Test E~uipment 
The e~uipnient used for testing Beam 1-cand l-d is rather completely 
described in Ref 0 1. The changes,? modifications and replacements .described below,? 
Gxcept for the load.distrib'uting beam, were used for the tests of Beams 1 ... '8 to 
I-jo 
(a) Test Frame 
A new supporting :frame was buil,t to replace the frame described In 
Ref 0 1 . The rie'W frame is designed to provld.e work space for beam preparation, 
an uno'bstructed vie'W for photographs.9 and storage space fora reserve load.iug 
machine 0 The frame consists of two rectangular subframes with cross-bracing 
bal ted to a rectangular horizontal base su-bfram.e that rests on the floor a Bed.-
rails and. deflection ga,ge supports are also bo,lted to the base subframe (Fig. 36) a 
(b) Impl,osion Machine 
A unit JI similar to the load.iug machine described ln Ref. 1, has been 
mod.ified to provide conslderab.1y faster ri.se times and. to recluce noise a The unit 
d.escribed in Ref . .1 appli~s and removes load. 'by the sudden release (ex.plosion) of 
'pressuri zed gas to the atmosphere 0 The modified unit has external storage chaTI\;' 
bers,? or mani,folds)) of 6,000 CU.o i.no capaci.ty 8u;r:rolulding the slide valve orifices, 
(FIg. 37) and all gas movements are confined.wi.tbj.n the machine (implosion) 0 
The operation of the implos:1.on uni.t i.8 somewhat different :from the oper.., 
ation of the unit descri.bed. in Ref. 10 The orifices are closed by the hydraulic 
jacki,ngof the s1id.e valves,? and .. the triggers are set Q The external storage 
chambers are pressurized" Energi,zing the upper solenoid. releases the upper 
trlgger 0 The slide valve restraining link assembly i.s pushed. aside J and. the 
upper sl.ide valve moyes" As the orifices open)T the upper main cylinder is 
suddenly pressurized., there is an unbalanced force on the main piston, and the 
specimen is loaded. Energizing the lower solenoid starts the same operation in 
the lower cylinder 0 As the lower cyli.nder becomes pressurized the forces on the 
faces of the main piston are balanced, and the specimen is unloaded. 
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The operation of this unit consists of build.ing up the pressures in the 
external storage chambers; applying the load. by pressurizing the upper main cylin-
der; and removing the load by pressuri.zin,g the lower main cylinder'.. The operation 
of this uhi t reduces noise as there is no sudd.en release of compressed gas into 
the atmosphere. 
The delay time from energizing the solenoid. to first movement of the 
slide valve restraining l.ink assembly is approximat.ely 16 milliseconds 0 :J;Ihe 
delay time from energizing the solenoid to the start of' the loa.q.ing process i.s 
approx:1.mately 30 millisecond.s. The unit can apply a load of 60 kips :i.nei ther 
tension or compression. The load rise time using nitrogen gas and specimens 
similar to Beam l-c is approximately 6 milli.seconds for this unit whereas the 
unit descri.bed in Ref 0 1. had a rise time of approximately 15 millisecond.s usi.ng 
nitrogen gas and specimens of the type of Beam l~co 
Since firing .01' the unloadj.ng system before firing of the loading 
system would. cause the mai.n piston to move upward and coul.ddamage the unitJ) 
each unit has an electrical safety that prevents such a misfire a The electrical. 
circu.it that~energizes the unloading solenoid contains a .switch that closes the 
circuit only when the slide valve restraining link assembly of' the loading 
system has moved. Thus J the unloading system Calli~ot be triggered until the 
loading system is in operati.on. Because of this safety, there i.8 a minimum 
time interval between the start of' l.oadi.ng and the start of unloading 0 This 
interval is .equal to the delay time from solenoid .. energization to the first move-
ment of the slld~e valve restraining link assembly 0 There is also a mi.nimum 
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duration of the maximum load. p t J which is eQual to this delay time minus the p 
rise time p t 0 r 
Ordinary microswitches proved unsatisfactory in the safety circuit 
because they had a tendency to chatter; they continued to close and open the 
circuit after the loading system was in motion" This prevented unloa..dingeven 
after loading had occurred.o A special positive action safety switch was devel-
oped in which the contacts remain together eVen ~rhile the switch vibrates 0 Thus, 
this switch remains closed during small vibrations that affect microswitches. 
These switches were also used to d.eterrnine the delay time of the slide valve 
restraining link assembly. 
The pressurizing system, gas supply manifolclp control panel, and neces-
sary tubi.ng are the same as those described in Ref. 1. 
( c) Defl.ection Gages 
The design of the deflection gages described in Ref' 0 1 has been modi-
fied to reduce the weight and to simplifY mounting ,on the test frame 0 Each gage 
cons:i.sts of' a 22-ino length of nickel-cbromium alloy (nichrome) wire mounted in 
a frame of alllIn.inum. plates and conduit 0 A plastic block is connected to the 
beam at mid.<=height by a length of conduit" Each gage is cannected to the test 
:frame by a separate truss 0 Figu.re 38 i.s a photograph of a gage and truss 0 As 
the beam d.eflects;1 the sliding contact moves wi.th it and changes the lengths of 
nichrome w:i.re in adjacent legs of the d.eflecti.on gage circuit 0 A rod mounted. on 
the gage frame parallel to the nichrome wire contains pegs ata given spacing 
and can be used. to set the deflection gage at anygi vendeflectiono Thus, the 
defle'ctian gages are calj.brated. before each test by setting the gage at various 
deflecti.ons and. recording the signal output" A set of calibration resistances 
is used to set the range of the osci.llograph for each deflection gage Q 
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(ct.) New Main Load Dynamometer 
The applied load is measured. with a Wheatstone Bridge circuit of SR,~4 
strain gages which are mounted on an aluminum dynamometero There are two bridge 
circuits 0 One circuit is a nstati.c brid.ge H , and the other i.s a Hdynamic ·brid.ge~tr 0 
The static bridge is used to calibrate the dynamic bridge and the reactiondyna-
mometers}J to moni.tor the slow or static tei3ts, and to measure any preload during 
the pressur.ization of' the pneumatic unite The, dynamic bri.dge is used to measu.re 
the applied load during a dynamic test. In contrast to the bridge circuits used 
wi.th the unit described in Ref 0: l}l which were mounted. o:p. separate steel dynamo= 
meters 7 only one d.ynamometer with both the static brid.ge and the dynamic bridge 
mounted on it is used. with the implosion unito The dynamometer is a hollow 
aluminum cylindero The upper end. of the dynamometer i.s enlarged and threaded 
d.:i.rectly onto the main loadj.ng shaft 0 The 1.ower end of' the dynamometer is solid 
and threaded 0 The mai.n shaft ti.p which transfers the load. to the beam cap for 
midspan loaded beam.s can be threaded onto this lower end, or the d.istri·buting 
beam used. with two-pol.nt loaded. beam.s (see below) may be moun.ted to the bottom 
of' the dynamometer 0 
The static bridge is mounted. on the lower portion of the cylinder and 
the d.ynamic 'brid.ge 1s m.ounted on the upper portion 0 Each bridge consists of 
fou.rSR,-4 Type AIi\-7 strain gages 0 The gages are mounted i.n an alternating pattern 
of vertical and. horlzontal gages 0 The vert1cal gages are placed ln oppos:ite legs 
of the brid.ge 0 Thus J! strai.n outpu.t is increased, approximately 206 times:; and. the 
effects of eccentri.c loading are eli.minatecL lJ:lhere has been no electrical iVcross"", 
ta.lk?1i or interference between the two circui.ts mounted. on the same cyli.nder 0 The 
Signal of the dynamic bridge is recorded on fi.lm. by an osci.:llograph, while the 
signal of the static bridge is read with an SR~4 strain 1nd.i.cator 0 The approxi-
mate sensi.tivity of this dynam.ometer is 20 kips per 1000 microi.nojino of stra1no 
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(e) Two-Point Loading System 
A distributing beam was designed and built for use in future two-point 
loading tests. The beam was designed to distribute the maximum load of 60 kips 
to the third-points of the test beam. It is a simple beam of three-ft. span, 
loaded at midspan by the main load,piston. For dynamic testing the natural 
period of the distributing beam should be small compared to the natural period 
of the test beam. The computed period of the distributing beam is approximately 
1 millisecond, while the computed period of most test beams used in this program 
is somewha.t greater than 18 milliseconds. The distributing beam is equipped 
with a load measuring cell at each load point to measure directly the pulse 
applied to the test specimen. 
11. Description of Specimens and Test Procedure 
Beams l-c, I-d, and l-e are described in Ref. I. The pertinent 
properties are repeated in Table 2. Beams I-f to I-j are identical to the others 
but for two aspects,. The stirrups were looped into a rectangle and welded 
instead of being U-stirrups as shown in Fig. 20, Ref. 1 and four No. 3 reinforc-
ing bars were used for vertical reinforcement in the stub. They ran to within 
1/2 in. of the top of the stub and were,placed approximately 1 3/4 in. in from 
each corner of the stub. The properties of Beams I-f to l-j are also given in 
Table 2. The information with regard to materials used in manufacturing the 
speCimens, the attachment of strain gages, procedures used in casting and curing, 
and preparation for testing and the test procedure is all presented in Ref. 1, 
Chapters III and IV. The location of the strain and deflection gages is illus-
trated in Figs. 39, 40, and 41. 
12. Results of Static Tests 
Beams I-d, l-e, and l-f were tested statically. 
l-h were tested statically after being tested dynamically. 
the latter beams will be treated in Section 13. 
Beams l-c, I-g, and 
The static tests of 
During the tests of Beams I-d.J l-e J . and. I-f it was intended to measure 
the load.J reactions ~ d.eflections)) steel strains and concrete strains 0 Due to 
instrumentation failure of one type or another all of' this information was not 
always recorded. 0 All that was recorded is presented and discussed belowo 
While the tests were essentially lfstatic ~~ in nature 7 the rate of load.-
ing was mGre rapid. than in the usual slow testso These rates were 7 kips/mino 
for Beam l""d and. 9 kips Imino for Beams l~e and I-f 0 In Figo 42 are presented 
the .load-d.eflectlon curves of Beams I-dJ l-~ 7 and. I-f 0 Because the differences 
in properties of these beams are small)) and the.ir behavior as manifested. by 
Fig 0 42 is very similar it is fel.t that they can all be represented 'by one set 
of elastoc..pl,astic ap:proximations for purposes of comparison wi.th the results of. 
d.ynamic tests to be presented later 0 These approximations are also shown 0 The 
slope of the elastic portion of the approxf.mati.ons is 56 08 kipsjino'* and the 
plasti.c l.evel is 27 ki.ps for deflections to 8 ina This level was chosen by eye 
and. was an attempt to balance the areas above and below i.t 0 The plasti.c l.eve.l 
of 25 kips in ·Ff.g 0 42 is the type of e~ui valent capacf:ty that should be 'Used f.f 
the static resistance is to be compared to adynamic resistance determlned. :for 
a beam which e:xperienced a maximum deflection of only 3 ina Stmi.larly)) the 
p.lastlc level o:f 2505 kips :Ls for comparison wIth beams eXperiencing a maximum 
dya.amic d.eflecti.on of4 ino Also shown in Figo 42 is the bil.inear resistance 
functlon chosen as an approximation to the static resistance of Beam 1.""d. for 
use :in the analyses of Beam .l-c presented in Section 80 
The load ... d.e:f1.ectlon curves of Flgo 42 lllustrate the general beam 
behavloro At first,? the beams exhibited elastic behavior with small deflections 
that increased. proporti.onately wi.th load. The beams entered the plasti.c range 
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* Using M 
e 2~/Me/kl' we obtain T 26 millisecondso 
as the yielding of the tension steel formed. a plastic hinge on each side of the 
column stub. The deflection configurations of Beams I-d, l-e, and I-f in Figs. 43, 
44 and 45 respecti vely,show the concentration of rotati,on at the column stub 0 The 
first crushi,ngof the concrete occurred after yield.ingof the tension steelo 
Finally.? the beams failed. when the compression steel buckled .and the concrete 
was completely crushed. The extra ductility exhibited by Beam I-f is probably 
dU,e to the fact that the stirrups were welded into closed loops and thus provided 
ad.di.tional. restraint against buckling.? thereby delayi:ng the occurence of final 
collapseD 
Figures 46<>ir52 present the load .... strain relations measured in each testo 
Where there is no graph for a gage shown in Figs 0 39 and. 40 the gage was lost 
d:ue to leakage or physical d.amage. All of the concrete strains and most of the 
steel. strains were not recorded for :Beam I-f' due to instrumentation failure 0 
The arrows in Figs 0 46",,52 indicate that the gage trace reached the edge of the 
record.ing paper or d.isappeared.due to gage damage 0 The arrows are pointed in 
the direction that i,t is believed the gage trace was headed. Where there are 
no arrows or downward po:i.nting arrows the end points of the traces represent 
the occurrence of collapse 0 The crack patterns J the crushing of the concrete 
and. the 'buckling of the compression reinforcement are visible in Fig. 530 
130 Resu.Its of Dynamic Tests 
(a) Presentation 
One of the beam properties required. for the solut:ion of response prob ... 
1ems with the ILLIAe is the natural period of vi.brationo Before Beam l-c was 
tested a procedure was developed. and used to determine its natural frequency of 
vibration by utilizing a Brush Vibromike taped to the beam at midspan and con~ 
nectecl to an oscilloscope 0 Vibration of the beam was initiated by striking it 
with a rubber mallet and the r.esulting trace on the osci.lloscope was photographed. 
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with a Fairchild Polaroid camera 0 The best value determined after several trials 
was 1506 milliseconds for the natural period of vibration. The photographs also 
indicated that the da,mpiJhg was such as to produce a logarithmic d.edrement, 0 p of 
00215 where 
x ln __ n_ ...... 
xn + 1 
and xn and xn + 1 are successive amplitudes of the vibration trace. 
In the dynamic tests of Beams 1-0, l-g, l-h, l-i, and l-j it was i.n-
tended to measure load., midspan acceleration, reactions, deflections, steel 
strains and concrete strains It All of these q.uanti ties were not measured for 
every beam, however, due to one type of instrumentation failure or another. 
All the i.nformation that was recorded is presented below., 
Figures 54- 59 present the measured. loads and reactions for Beams l ... c J 
l-gjJ l .... h, 1-1, and the two 'blows on I""J~ respectively. The .load anel separate 
reaction traces are those actually recorded for each test. LQad was not recorded 
in the test of Beam l""g. The load pulse shown is estimated from know, chamber 
pressures and trigger settings. The curve labeled IVlnertia n is the measured 
acceleration multiplied by a constant equivalent mass, M ::::; 00971 Ib .... seco2/ino 
e 
(Acceleration was not recorded for Beam l-c 0) The curve labeledv'ResistanceU~ 
is the computed values of load minus inerti.a at each valu,e of time.. The curve 
labeled uVSum of Reacti.ons uv is the c.omputed sum of the individual measured reac-
ti.ons at each value o:f ti.me. The notenBeam hit stopUU in Figs 0 57 and. 59 refers 
to a wooden block placed under the specimens at midspan to li.mi t the deflections 
and prevent damage to the equipmen.t 0 Where curves are shown going off the figure 
and. coming back again they exceeded the set range of the recordi.ng equipment at 
approximately the same points in time. It takes considerable experience and 
knowledge of the behavior of the specimens to keep all data on the record. paper 
and still have the traces amplified enough for convenient reading and interpre-
tat ion 0 This was finally achieved in the two blows on Beam I-j 0 
Two other comrrtents are in order with respect to Figs. 54-590 While 
pressurizing the loading machine in preparation for a test, Beam l-i was acci-
dentally loaded statically to 7.5 kips, which was enough to cause extensive 
cracks (see FIg. 94). There is no record of loads, strains or deflections , 
,') 
other than the readings taken on the load cell with anSR-4 indicator for the 
purpose of monitoring the pressurizing procedure" There appeared to he no 
residuald.eflection Hfter the load was releasedo In Fi.go 59 the traces do not 
go back to zero because there was a broken connection in the electrical trigger 
circuit on the unloading side of the machine which was caused by the :first blow 0 
FIgures 60 ... 64 present the response of the dynamically loaded beams .. 
:lGage Noo 3 is the gage located at midspan and records the response associated 
with considerd.ng a beam. as aSDF system 0 The curve labeled HDeflectionfrom 
measured acceleration?V represents the deflection determined by twice integrating 
the measured midspan accelerationso The formulas used. are in AppendixC, Refo 1, 
(EClS ci 2 and. 3b, f3 :::; 1/6) 0 The curve l.abeled ItOCEH represents the response of a 
beam with resistance characteristics computed. according to the HOCE Manualn 
(Refo 2)1 Sect. 4-10)\see Appendix A) subjected to. the measured load pulse, not 
an approximate pulse 0 The response was computed. using the formulas in Section 
'5-08c of Ref. 2" (These formulas are eq,uivalent to those contained in Appendix 
C, Ref" 1. 0') The circle at the end of the curve represents the maximum deflection 
the beam could sustain, according to the GCE analysis" The response computed 
for Beam I-g is based on the estimated step-pu.lse" 
The point marked~ ff,Step .... pulse anal .• n (step ... pulse analysis) refers to 
the maximum. response computed as explained in Section l5. (This point shoulB, 
really be quiteclos'e' to the measured maximum response since the resistance 
function used in its computation is chosen deliberately to give good agree= 
ment 0) 
In Figso 63 and 64 the note if Beam hit stop" refers to the wooden block 
placed at mid.span as explained above 0 The additional d.eflection beyond. that 
point is the result of compression of the block and distortion of the bracket 
holding the deflection gage to the test specimen 0 In Figo 64 only the record 
for Gage No 0 3 taken during the first blow is presented. 0 The other records for 
the first blow are of little interest 0 
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Figures 65 to 69 present the deflected. shape of the test beams at vari-
ous stages during the test and represent another way of illustrati.ng the deforma-
tion characteristics of the dynamically loaded. reinforced concrete beamo 
Figures 70-85 present the measured strains versus time for the dynamic 
tests 0 All. the information that was recorded. is presentedo Traces are carried 
out to 120 milliseconds or until they become stabilized 0 Where traces end in an 
arrow they either went off the edge of the paper or disappeared 0 In either case 
the arrow points in the direction in which it is felt the trace continued 0 A 
trace disappearing within the confines of the record is usually taken to mean 
that the gage was damaged 0 In those cases where there is no trace for a gage 
location ind.icated i.n Figs 0 39 or 40:; the gage was damaged in some manner prior 
to testing,.9 e:i ther during casti.ng or d.uring a previous test of the -beam (as for 
Beam l-j)o 
Dynamic strain measurements can be used in several ways 0 They provi.de 
a guide to the range of strain rates to be covered i.n the testing of the coT,Il:~ 
ponent materi.als of a structure 0 The steel strain rates d.etermi.ned in these 
tests will be used for this purpose in the future dynamic testing of reinforc-
ing 'bars 0 Strain measurements can also be used to establish the .lineari.ty of 
strai.ns through the cross-section of a beam;> to determi.ne the positi.on of the 
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neutral axis, to establish the occurrence of changes in deformation behavior 
(where they are not apparent otherwise), to trace the development of damage out-
ward from the point of maximum damage, etco The development of this information 
from the strain measurements is expensive in time but yield.s a comprehensive 
picture of the behavior of a beam under load. However, if only gross effects 
are of interest, then strains may be left uninterpreted. Since the mounting of 
strain gages and the recording of their output requires only a little add.i tional 
time over that needed for fabricating and testing the specimen it is felt that 
strain measurements should be taken even if only gross behavior is being investi-
gatedo 
Subsequent to dynamic testing, Beams l-c, l-gand. I-h, which were not 
pushed down to the stop by the dynamic load, were tested statically. The load-
deflection curves are presented in Fig. 86. The deflections of Beam l-c were 
not recorded during the static portion of the test but the collapse load level 
was determined to be 27.4 kips. The downward. pointing arrows on the graphs for 
Beam l-gand. I-h represent collapse. Figures 87 and 88 present the deflection 
profiles of Beams l-g and l=h during the static tests and. give further testimony 
to the residual strength possessed by compression reinforced concrete beamso 
Figures 89 and 90 present all the m.easured strains that it was possible to record 
in the static tests. All other gages were d,amaged before or (luring the dynamic 
testo Figures 91 to 95 contaln views of Jleams l-c to I-j at various stages in 
their h:istory. 
(b) Discussion 
Several gross effects can be i.nferred from the data presented in Figs. 
54 to 59. For Beam l-c the reactions are close enough to be called equal • How-
ever, for the other tests Reaction B is generally less than Reaction AD This 
would appear to be the result of some lack of symmetry in the test set-up. It 
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is possible that the reactions were adjusted in such a manner that one presented 
more resistance to rotation than the other, thus affecting the distribution of 
reaction 0 In this case, perhaps Reaction A was tighter than Reaction Bo Gener~ 
ally, once a set-up for dynamic testing is established, testing can be facilitated 
if no adjustments ar changes have to be made between testso Therefore, any mis= 
ali.goment or misadjustment is carried through an entire seri.es, until a new set-up 
is established 0 Of course, for long series of tests , it is mand,atory for the 
integri ty of the investigation that t1:e entire set-up and. calibrati.on procedure be 
checked intermittently 0 
Another result is that the sum of the reactions is a fair me&sure of 
the resistance (considered to be the load, less the inertia force) especially 
after the load levels offo This agreement is to be expected in the light of the 
e:xpressionsdeveloped in Section 60 The large fluctuations in the computed re-
sistance are a .result of the fluctuations in inertia force which in turn reflect 
the rapid variati.ons of measured accelerationo These vari.ations are due in part 
to the me·thod of m.ounting and the frequency response of the accelerometer and 
tend to obscure the values of acceleration which are of interesto Since, often, 
none of this is realized until all values are computed, no attempt is made to 
URsmoothllV the acceleration reaclings 0 Also , it has not 'been dete:nnined precisely 
how such a smoothing wou.ld affect other calculations 0 
Referring now to Figs 0 60-64, it i.s noticed that the double integral 
of the acceleration (computed as explained above). approximates the deflection 
only for Beam l=ho For the other beams there appears to be no agreement, or the 
agreement is quite pooro These beam tests were used among other things, for 
gaini.ngexperience with the equipment including accelerometers 0 It i.s now felt 
that the discrepancies evidenced by Figs 0 60,,:,,64 may be due to the method.s of 
calibration and mounting of the accelerometer and to. lack of knowledge of its 
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full fre~uency response spectrum. Before this instrument is used again these 
~uestions should be resolved 0 (It should be noted that future work on this pro-
ject does not call for the measurement of accelerations.) 
Figures 65 to 69 illustrate the symmetry about midspan of the deforma-
tion behavior of the beams under dynamic loading. The lowest curve in each 
figure is the shape corresponding to maximum midspan deflection. It is felt 
that these figures ade~uately,justify the assumption that the deflection con-
figuration is trian~lar in the plastic region for midspan loaded beams. 
Figures 70-85 contain several readily observed phenomenao With regard 
to the strains measured in the tension reinforcement, gages SA, SB, SC, SD, and 
SE, the traces go up and off the paper with no oscillationo This indicates that 
within the entire midspan portion between gages SA and SD or SE, as the case may 
be, the tension reinforcement underwent somewhat of a uniform strain, rather 
than the middle gages SB and SC being strained~;further and faster. Hence, it 
appears that the mid-portion of the beam acted monolithically, as might be 
expected from the presence of the stub 0 However, it is felt that the stub had 
no major influence on the response at midspan if midspan is considered to be 
those sections immediately adjacent to the stub. In Beam l-h, where gage SA was 
strained. sooner, it is likely that one of the first cracks occurred at its loca-
tion, causing a concentration of strain at that point which was sufficient to 
fai1 the gage before other cracks redistributed the strain evenly over the central 
port:i,ono 
With regard to the gages measuring strains in the compression reinforce-
ment, neither of the two gages which was in working order in Beam l-c was damaged 
by the dynamic test, though it was located right next to the column stub. In all 
the remaining tests, the gages located next to the stub, SF and SQ, oscillated 
somewhat until the deflections were great enough to cause buckling of the 
compression steel,? at which time they were d.amagedo Those gages located farther 
from the stub,? SO and. SR)1 maintained their integrity J except for the second hlow 
on Beam l=~o This supports the visual evidence that buckling and extensive strain-
:ing of the compression reinforcement was confined to the areas immed.i.ately adjacent 
to the stub 0 
With regard to the compressive strain :in the concrete)1 the gages immed= 
iately adjacent to the stub)1 CB and CC 3 always registered much greater strai.ns 
than gages CA and CD 0 The peak. values of these gage traces are believed. to have 
occurred at the time when the section of concrete on which the gage was m.ounted. 
brok.e away from the rest of the beamo This seems to be the reasonable ex= 
planati.on for the sharp reduction of the traces 0 In generalJl the concrete remained 
intact at the location of gages CA and CDo Hence,? the traces for these gages are 
generally continuouso Of course J when the section of concrete next to the stub 
breaks out,? t.his releases the compressive strain in the secti.ons adjacent to the 
lost p:iece 0 That 1s wtry the strains inCA and. CD tend, to decrea,se after gages CB 
ana. CC reach a peak p even though. the general defo:rmati.ons of' the beam. as evidenced 
the :increasing de:I'lection continl1e to increase 0 A summary of the dynam.i.c test 
:results i.s presented. in Tables 3 and 
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IVo COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND 
MEASURED DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR 
14. Idealized Load Pulse and Resistance Functions 
Analysis and design of reinforced concrete beams can be handled more 
easily if the Cluantities involved can be represented in some simple manner. The 
load pulses measured in the tests of the beams reported above have been simpli-
fied to step-pulses as shown at the top of Figs. 96 ... 101. The criteria for draw-
ing the approximations were that the magnitude be ~n ."averageTf of the measured 
peak values of a given load pulse, and that the areas under the measured and 
approximate pulses be the same, The eCluivalent step-pulses were established-by 
eye 0 Once this was accompitshed for Beams l-c, l-h, l-i, and l-j it was possible 
to relate these pulses to the pressures used and the trigger settings for the 
tests of these beams. From this information the pulse for Beam l-g was estab:"' __ . 
lished. For Beam l-i and the second blow on Beam l-j the equivalent pulse is 
brop,ght to zero when these beams hit the wooden stop because beyond that the 
load. was being applied to the frame. The practicality of substituting a step-
pulse for the measured pulse is investigated in AppendixB. Figure 96 also 
contains the approximate loaddia,gram for Beam l-c used in the analyses presented 
in Section 8. The magnitude and duration of the approximate pulses are given in 
Table 3. 
Charts exist which make the prediction of the maximum response of an 
elasto-plastic system to a step-pulse an easy matter (Refo 2, Figs. 5-25 and 
5-26)0 Therefore, this type of analysis was made for the beam tests reported 
above. The method of obtaining an eClui valent step-pulse for use with the charts 
is explained in the preceding paragraph. The procedura:for determining the static 
elasto-plastic resistance for comparison and for establishing the period of 
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natural vibration, T, has been explained in Section 120 The charts were used in 
the following manner to obtain the dynamic yield resistance and corresponding 
defl.ectiono It was assumed that the initial slope of the dynamic resista."YJ.ce 
function was the same as :for the static function for beams with the cross-section 
of Beams l-c to I-j, and that the dynamic resistance :function had a secondary 
slope of zero (elasto-plastic diagram) 0 Thus the natu:ral period is the same for 
'both static and. dynamic functions 0 The dynam.ic yield resistance is determined 
from the condition that the computed. maximum deflection be eq,ual to the measured 
maximum. d.eflectiono This does not necessarily y:i.el.d. the correct value :for t 
max 
nor for the rest of the deflection ... time curve 0 
The dynamic y:i.eld resistance and corresponding deflection may be found 
by the followi.ng procedure (using OCE nomenclature): 
(1) Compute T from initial slope ofload-d.eflection relations of 
. n 
static tests; taken as 26 milli.seconds for these beams 0 
(2) Compute TIT , where T is duration of step=pu.lse 0 
n 
Guess at R , where R :i.s dynamic inelastic level. of. resistance 
m m 
function 0 
(4) Compute CR = Rm/B,? where B is magnitude of step-'pulseo 
(5) Pick off x Ix :from Figo 5-250 
me 
(6) Using measu:red. xm (=Omax) J compute x~JI where xe is lowest val'!Ie 
of d.eflecti.on associ.ated. wi.th R 0 
m 
(7) Compute R Ix J the :1:o.i tial slope of the resistance function 0 
m e 
If the computed value of R /x is con.sistent with the val.ue of' n.atural 
m e 
period. being used J then the process i.s finished and the value of' R. gIl.essed and m 
x computed.d.efi.ne the d.ynamic resistance function 0 If the computed value of 
e 
R Ix. i.s not consistent with the value of Tn. being used,? then start at Step 3 
m e 
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with a different value of R until consistency is achieved. One can then go to 
m 
Fig~ 5-26 and determine directly the time to reach maximum response. It must be 
noted that when the computed time to maximum response is compared to the measured 
value for the beam tests in this report, the measured value should be diminished 
by the amount of time between Ifzerof! time and the start of the step-pulse since 
the charts are drawn for the pulse beginning at zero time. These "corrected" 
times to maximum res:gonse are also 'listed' in Table 3. 
It is seen, therefore, that the level of dynamic inelastic resistance 
can be chosen to yield a maximum response which will match the measured maximum 
response. The resistance functions which worked best for the beams under con-
sideration are labeled in Figs. 96-101 as Vistep-pulse anal.li. Also shown in these 
figures are the "measuredH resistances determined as explained in Section 13, Ver-
sus measured deflection; the OCE resistance determined as explained in Appendix 
A; and the proper approximate static resistance for comparison 0 Since accele'ra-
tions were not measured in the test of Beam l-c there is no flmeasured H resistance 
curve 0 However, the bilinear resistance diagram of Prob. 699 is shown for com-
parison (see Section 8). Table 5 lists the results of this step-pulse analysis. 
The column labeled ~/\e in Table 5 is a measure of the increased 
resistance exhibited by a reinforced concrete beam when subjected to dynamic 
loadj.ngo The values for Beams l-i and l-j must be viewed with some d.oubt since 
the deflection being matched in the development Of'~ was not the maximum deflec". 
tion in the same sense as it was for Beams l-c, I-g .and I-h. Instead, it was a 
deflection limited by the presence of a wooden stop and was therefore non the 
way uptV the reE?Ponse curve rather than lEtt its peak" There is no , .. ,ay of knowing 
what deflection Beams l-i and I-j would have undergone had the stops not been 
there 0 In the original plans for this program it was hoped that response curves 
could be matched everywhere up to maximum by the proper choice of bilinear 
resistance functions (as was done for Beam l-c in Section 8)0 The results of the 
tests of Beams 1-1 and I-j would then be as usef'l1:l as the otherso However>, time 
was not available for this detailed analysis 0 
If' Beams l=i and. l=j are therefore disregard.ed,? it appears from.Table 5 
that the increase in strength is less as the maximum deflecti.on increases 0 How-
ever J a good part of this is due to the fact that the equi.valent static resist-
ance i.ncreases as the deflecti.on increases 0 This 1.s a result of using an elasto-
plastic approximation to the st~t'ic resistance functi.on and. represents another 
reason why it is believed that a bilinear representation ofb oth static and dy-
nami.c resistances would yield more valid and usable results 0 
The increase in resistance exhibited by a reinforced concrete beam 
under d.ynamic load is the result of the increase i.n strength and, stiffness of 
the consti t-uent materials 0 However J1 since it is not p·ossi.ble to measure directly 
th.e dynamic resistance it may be regarded by some as a fi.cti.cious or at best 
nebu.lous quantity 0 There is another way to :illustrate the increased strength of 
a reillforced. concrete beam resulting from d,ynam1.c loading which overcomes thi.s 
dj.ff'icul.tyo If 1. t 1.s assumed that there 'would be no increase in material proper"" 
ties due to dynamic loading then a ClITVe can be drawn of step=pul.se magni tlld.e 
versus maximum dynamic d.e:f.lection (p versus B ) for a step=pulse of given 
e maX' 
d.u:rationp ·t 0 Th:is curve is constructed using the charts above referred. to as 
e 
follows (using aCE nomenclatu.:re): 
( Using the equi.valent stati.c el.asto=plastic resistance for a given 
beam compute the period of natural vibration 0 
( 2) For a given load pu1.se compute TIT 0 
n 
(3) E:q.ter Figo 5=25 and pick off values of x /x for correspond,ing 
me 
values of R /Bo 
ill 
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/4) \. Using the static values of yield deflection and yield resistance 
for x and R respectively, convert with values from Step 3 to 
-e m 
obtain x and the corresponding Bo 
m 
(5) Plot B versus x . 
m 
A curve constructed in the above manner for each beam tested is shown 
i.n Fig. 102 and labeled IVcomputedl1o The resulting curve is the dynamic step-
pulse level, B, req,uired to cause a maximum dynamic 'deflection, x , for a given 
m 
duration of load applied to a beam whose properties are the same und,er static and 
dynamic loading. 
If, on this same graph, the point representing the load lev.e.l and maxi-
mum response from a particular test are also plotted, the distance from the curve 
to the point is a measure of the dynamic strength increaseo The increase can be 
interpreted two ways: Either that a greater load is necessary to cause the same 
d.eflection or that the beam dynamically experiences a smaller deflection 0 In 
either case, the d.ifferences shown in Fig 0 102 must be due to increased proper-
ties of the constituent materials. Two points should be emphasized. First, the 
curve is not a IVstatie ii curve but rather represents the dynamic behavior of a 
system whose characteristics are the same under all types of loa<1ingo Second., 
the cu,rye 1..8 d.rawl1 for a constant value of load duration 0 In order to be ab.le 
to plot several. experimental points for comparison with the curve J l.t woul.d be 
necessary to test a series of i.dent:ica1 beams under loads of the same duration 
but varying magnitude 0 
The curves in Figo 102 have been drawn for comparison with the tests 
of Beams 1.aoic,9 l-g,9 l-h, l-i, and l-j 0 Also shown in Fig. 102 are the eq,ui.valent 
static load~deflection curves associated with each beamo The difference between 
the static curve and the dynamic one (markedVVcomputed iV in Figo 102) represents 
the d.ifference in response under static and. dynamic loading if there is no change 
ln the properties of the constituent materials 0 The d.ifference between the dyna-
mic curve and the plotted point represents the effect of changes in the properties 
of· the material.s 0 
150 Computed Response 
The measured responses of 'each beam tested are presented .inFi.gs a 60-640 
The response was also computed in several. ways 0 Comparisons are presented and 
discussed belowo 
(a) Response Dete:rm:ined Using ILLIAC and Idealized Load Pulse 
Of all the systems analyzed in Section 8, the system of Probo 699 (or 
Prob a 654, for that matter) exhi.bi ts a response under the ideali.zed. load_ which 
most closely approximates the d.ynamic response of Beam l-c. For the system of 
Frob 0 699 th~ pred.icted values of de:flection at anyone time were identical or 
nearly so to the observed deflections at that time as shown in Fig. 130 That is, 
the pred,:Lcted and. observeddeflecti.on-ti.me curves matched. each other practically 
at all poi.nts up to and somewhat past the point of maxi.mum. de.flect.iona 
It i.s important to note that other systems having different resistance 
diagrams can", under the same idealized load pulse 'L~sed in Frob 0 699, give a 
response with maximum deflect:i.on and time to max:imum defl.ection close to that of 
Beam l.""c 0 The responses of two such systems are SJ:2.own in Fig 0 8 along with the 
response of Beam l.=co It can. be seen, however, that the initial port:tons of the 
pred.icted responses of systems 575 and. 608 are ei.ther above or below the corres-
ponding porti.on of the measured response 0 It i.s then apparent that any number 
of resistance di.agrams could he used with the same load pulse and yield a maximum 
response close to that of Beam. l~cJ but the initial portion of that response curve 
may lie anywhere between.v or even beyond" the lim.its outlIned by the responses 
of systems 575 and 6080 
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Though the response of system 699 and the actual response of Beam l-c 
are almost identical up to maximum deflection, one major discrepancy may be noted 0 
A little beyond the point of maximum deflection, the two curves are considerably 
different (Fig. 13) D One reason for this may be that the inelastic region of 
the resistance function of Frob. 699 has been oversimplified by being represented 
by a single s~raight line, and thus does not correspond to the inelastic resist-
ance characteristics of Beam l-c. Had the resistance diagram been constructed 
more realistically, it would have included an Hunloading YV portion which might 
have resulted in a closer agreement between measured and computed response beyond 
o 
max 
It must be noted, however, that the deflection of the system at anyone 
time is affected only by the shape of that portion of the resistance curve corres-
ponding to deflections smaller than the one under consid.eration. Therefore, any 
defect in the outer portion of the resistance diagram would not affect the smaller 
d.eflectionso ConseCluently, the derived eQuivalent resistance diagram is still 
valid for deflections up to 3 in. 
Another important observation can be made by comparing the results of 
Prob. 699 to those of Prob. 692 and 701 in which the responses of the systems 
were com.puted on the basis of a changing eCluivalent mass (see Fig. 15). It is 
seen that there is not mU,ch difference between the three responses 0 
Response Determined Using Actual Load Pulse and Resistance Function of 
Frob. 654 
A Cluestion naturally arises concerning the effect ofusi.ng an id.ealized 
load pulse in the analysis for resistance. As pointed out in Section 7, Probo 
654 is a system, when subjected to the idealized load pulse, which yields a 
response closely matching that measured for Beam l-c. It was felt that if the 
response of' system 654 to the actual load pulse were similar to its response 
under the idealized pulse then the use of the idealized load pulse for analyses 
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which make use of the ILLIAC, 'Where the simplification is very convenient, would 
not seem unwarranted. In Fig. 96 are shown the actual load pu],se applied to Beam 
1-c and the idealization used with ILLIACo In Figo 103 are shown the responses 
of system 654 to these two pulses. Curve A is the measured response of Beam l-c, 
and also represents the computed response of system 654 under the idealized load. 
Curve B is the response of the ~ame system under the actual load. pulse. The re-
sponse in the latter case was determi.ned by hand using numerical integration 
(trapezoidal rule) and taking steps of one millisecond. Figure 103 is a highly 
magnified. plot of the results and the agreement is good 0 
(c) Response Determined by Procedure ofOCE Manual 
Reference 2 contains an analysis for the strength of reinforced. concrete 
beams subjected. to dynamic loading. Resistance functions were determined. with 
this analysis for each beam tested.dynamically and the response was computed using 
the formulas of Ref. 2 as explained. in Section lja. 
According to Ref. 2 the resistances are based ona dynamic yield strength 
of the reinf'orcing.of 54,000 psi, corresponding to intermediate grade steel 
strained to yielding in 10 millisecond.s. The yield reSistance, \, was computed. 
as 2404 ki.ps for all beams and the yield d.eflection, L. , as 0013 ... 0014 in. The y 
secondary slope was zero, and. the maximum deflection was only 204 - 205 ino The 
computEjd responses reached 204 ina at approximately 30 mill.iseconds, at which 
time coll.apse would occur accordi.ng to the Manual 0 (The equations and computa-
tions for the resistance are in Appendix Ao ) The computed resistance :functions 
according to the Manual are plotted. in Figs. 96-101 and are listed :i.n Table 50 
The responses are pl.otted in Figs 0 60-64. 
(d) Response Determined. From Measured. Reactions 
The response for Beam l-c was also determined by assuming the sum of 
the measured reactions to represent the resistance. The difference between the 
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actual loaci pulse and the measured reactions is taken eQual to· the sum of the _)' 
inertia forces of the beam. Dividing bya constant M :::;: 0.971 Ib-sec. 2/in. then 
e 
yields the midspan acceleration which was integrated twice numerically to obtain 
velocity and displacement. (For formulas used see Appendix C, Ref. 1.) The time 
interval taken for each step was 2 milliseconds. The response is Curve C in 
Fig. 103 where it is compared to the measured response. 
( e) Response Determined by Charts 
It was explained in Section 14 how charts in Ref. 2 were used to deter-
mine the dynamic resistance for the beam tests presented in this report. The 
resistance was deliberately chosen to give a close match to the maximum response. 
If this resistance is then used to determine the maximum response the agreement 
cannot help but be good. Of course, the time to maximum response did not enter 
into the selection of the resistance level so the time yield,ed by Fig. 5-26 of 
Ref. 2 represents somewhat of an independent ch~ck. The maximum response and 
time to maximum determined by the charts in this way. are shown in Figs. 60-64 as 
a point labeled "step-pulse anal. lT • The values are shown in Table 5 under "Step-
pulse Response"o It should be noted that the time determined from the chart has 
been adjusted on the plots by the time between zero and the start of the step-
pulse for each case. It should also be noted, as mentioned before in Section 14, 
that the values for Beams l-i and l-j were not determined on the same basis as 
those for the other beams because the former beams "bottomed tl • Therefore, for 
Beams l-i and I-j, the points marked nStep-pulse anal.ifoshould be compared with 
the deflection at which the beams hit the stop rather than with the maximum 
value attained by the deflection gage at midspan, Gage No.3. 
16. Computed Reac:tions - Beam l-c 
In Fig. 5 is shown a comparison of the average measured dynamic reac-
tion of Beam l-c with the predicted reaction taken as one-half the value of the 
instantaneous resistance (R = Qj2), where Q is the resistance of system 699 with 
an ,V2unloading 91 portion at 3 in. parallel to the initial slope (see Fig. 104). 
The following observations may be made concerning these two curves . 
(1) The portion of the computed reaction curve in the elastic range 
is q,uite similar to the corresponding portion of the measured reaction curveo 
The only discrepancy between the two curves exists in the very early stage when 
the measured reaction shows a Hdipi1 into negative values, whereas the computed 
one does not exhibit such behavioro 
(2) In the inelastic range the computed curve follows the measured one 
q,uite closely except for the portion corresponding to initial yieldingo The 
YV spil:e 11 is not present in the computed curve probably because the analysis for 
Q neglected all modes of vibration above the first 0 
( 3) The unloading stage is well represented by the computed curve <> 
This wasJ of course, obtained by including an unloading stage in the resistance 
diagram as mentioned above 0 
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Figure 105 contains a series of computed curves which supposedly repre-
sent the reactions of the system more reliably than the expression Qj2. The 
equati.ons of these curves were developed in Section 6 and are repeated here for 
convenience 0 
Elastic Range, this investigation: 
Eqo (lla) ~ R = Oo623Q .~ O.l23P 
Inelastic Range, this investigation~ 
Eq,o (17a)~ R = O.500Q 
Elastic Range, OCE Manual, modified: 
Inelastic Range, aCE Manual, modified~ 
R = O.520Q - Oo020P 
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In these e<luations, Q is the derived dynamic resistance of the system 
based on a constant e<luivalent mass M = 0.971 Ib-sec. 2jino For a given time 
e 
the resistance, Q, corresponds to a given deflection, which deflection is taken 
from the response association with Prob" 6990 The load, P, is the instantaneous 
value of the applied load taken from the idealized load-time curve for Beam I-co 
It can be seen that there is good agreement between all the computed 
curves and the measured reactions for Beam l-cexcept in the. region representing 
a transition from elastic to inelastic behavior. As was stated above, this may 
be due to neglecting higher modes of vibration in the analyses" It is interest-
ing to note that the computed curves all contain a "dip VI in the initial stages, 
as do the measured reactions .. 
Generally, in comparing the plots of the various expressions for reac-
tions, it is seen that there is no marked difference between the plot of the 
expression R = ~/2 and the plots of the more rigorously derived expressions. 
Therefore, it can probably be safely concluded that for a simplifiedSDF analy-
sis it is sufficient to assume that the dynamic reaction of a simply supported 
beam loaded at midspan is equal to one-half its dynamic resistance 0 
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Vo SUMMABY 
llhe results of two separate investigations are presented in this report, 
one analytical)) the other experimental 0 The anal.ytical investigation was con-
cerned_ primarily with determining a bilinear resistance function for one of the 
beams tested which)) when combi.ned with the applied load.J would yield. a response 
matching the measured response exactly 0 This endeavor was successful and this 
lends credence to the belief that such a resistance function exists for every 
'beam even though its determination may be difficu.lt and time consuming 0 The 
analJ,'ti.cal investigation was also concernedJ in general J with the effects of 
changes :in the var:iables on the response J first to develop information .as to 
thei.r relati ye importance and i.nteraction,? and second to make the development of 
b:ilinear res:istance functions for other beams an easier tasko 
The exper:imental i.nvest:igati.on :involved. the testing of a grou:p of 
nearly identical beams under static and dynamic load.:ingo The test results are 
reported. and a s:imple analys:is us:ing charts is employed. to interpret them a The 
test results are compared with predictions made by the metho!5l. of analysis sug-
gested. by t,he aCE Manual on ITYDesign of Structures to R.esist the Effects of 
Atom1.c Weapons i~ a For the one beam cross=sect:i.on :invest:igatedJ it is di.scovered 
that the aCE method yield.s a resistance :funct:i.on that 1.S much too st:i.ff :in the 
elastic range J 801 t:.hOU~1-.t the ductil.i ty factor for the i.nelastic range :is pred.i.cted. 
about as well as can he expected in reinforced. concrete ana.lysi.s 0 Thus, the 
maxi.mum. de~formationcapaci ty predicted :i.s much too low 0 Also J the yield 'level 
of the aCE resistance function is too IOWa Though the computation for yield 
po1nt is not exceedingly in error no account is taken of the capacity above yield 
exldbited by these beams 0 No recommendations are made for changes in the analysis 
since not enough cross =secti.ons have been investigated 0 The aCE method as it 
stand.s apIlears to be conservative a 
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VII 0 APPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF TEE STRENGTH OF REINFORCED 
CONCRETE BEAMS SUBJECTED TO DYNAMIC 
LOADS;; BASED ON OCE MANUAL 
Dynamic Strength Properties of Reinforcing Bars 
Figure 4-15 of Ref 0 2 is used to determine the dynami,c yield stress;; 
f d J of reinforcing ste~las a fUnction of time to reach the yield point. y. 
Dynamic Strength Properties of Concrete 
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The ratio of dynamic concrete strength to static concrete strength is 
approxim.ately 103 for rates of strain between 00005 and 0.3 ino/ino/sec. (Sec= 
tion 4-09, Refo 2)0 
Strength of Reinforced Concrete Beams 
Figures 96=101 show the shape of the assumed dynamic resistance-
deflection curve (Section 4-10 J Ref 0 2) c The ini ti,al. slope is based on the 
following values of E and 1% 
E = E - 2 x 1.06 + 47'0f'v, in psi. 
c c 
/ ( I) I = .1 2 Igross sert,lO,on + t f d ~ rans. orme 
The plastic moment resistance for beams with both tension and compression rein-
forcement is 
(A = A. i)' f d 
s s y 
Mp = Asv. f d d Y + (A. - A v ) f _d [1. - 1. 7f v bd ] Y s s yd 0 cd . 
The collapse def1.ection is assumed to be a ratio of the yield deflection and 
varies with the steel percentages 0 
~ 
j3 m.ax o Q 0..L 
LS p=pu y 
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Sample Computation for Beam l-c 
A 1020 sCI· in. s 
AI 0.88 SCI· in. s 
b 6 in. 
d 10 in. 
d V 805 in. 
p 0.0200 
pI 0.0146 
f" 6000 psi 
c 
Time to yield is approximately 0.01 sec., so 
f'yd 54,000 psi 
f'~d = 103 x 6000 = 78001 psi 
E 2,000,000 + 470 x 6000 = 4,820,000 psi 
I 1/2 (420 + 864) = 642 in.4 
~ 572 ina-kips 
\ = Mp /23.5 = 2404 kips, 
since the distance from reaction to edge of stub 47 in .. 
Therefore, 
z y 
6 = 
max 
572 x47 x 47 x 10-3 
3 x 4.82 x 642 
0.1 x 0.137 
0 .. 02 - 0.0146 
2.47 in. 
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VIlla APPENDIX B 
COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF ACTUAL .AND STEP~PULSE LOADINGS 
In. Section 14 it is explained how a step-pulse was substituted for 
the actual. measured load pulse in order to make use of existing solutions of the 
response problem :In the form of charts 0 A ~uestion might well be rai.sed, whether 
such a subst:ltution is accurate or reasonableo To help answer this ~u.estionJ 
strai.ght l.:i.ne approximations to the measured load pulses were drawn which more 
closely represented the actual. load than.a step~pul.se e These pulses and the 
ste:p~pulses were then applied to elasto-plastic resistance fu.:nctions chosen to 
represent the dynamic resi.stance of 'each beamo (These resistance functions 
approximate very closely the functi.ons developed. in Section 14 but are not 
exactly the same functi.ons 0) The resulting responses were determi.ned us1ng 
ILLIAC and. the Newmark Beta Methode The resistancesJ) load pulses.? and responses 
are shown in Figse 106"'1l.00 The dashed response corresponds to the step-pulse 
applied to a resistance deli.berately chos~n to yield a response matchi.ng the 
measured. maximum responseo 
A general rule of thumb i.s that i.r the rise time 1.S l.ess tban one-tal.f 
the perlodJ it can be replaced by a verti.cal. rise J otherwise a Ii.ne representing 
the actual. rise must be used.o This condition is satisfied for all cases except 
Beam l=c and. the resu.lting discrepancy in the response is apparent in Fi.ge 1060 
In the other cases p the agreement betvleen responses i.s excellent 0 It can be 
guaranteed that the sl:!.bstitutlon of a step=pulse i.s safe if its level 1s carried 
to the maximum. value of the actual pulse,9 but this may be unduly conservative in 
many i.nstanceso 
TA'BLK 1 
VALUES OP UlISTAlfCE ClIJJU..CT!!IUSTICS USED TIl AKALYSIS Alf.D COMPUTED CJU'l!IC~ BSPOJl8I VALUU· 
For &ll problems, except liOB. 672-675 inclusive: . 
P lII& ,;) iqlps, t lII& 15 llillisec. 1 t ::: 24 milliaec. 1 td a 25 Ilillisec. 
r p 
PART A ... SYSTEMS \lITH BILINEAR RESISTANCE DIAG:ftAM8 
Resistance Characteristics Critical Ke8~nse Value. 
Prob. ~ 6- '\uu 6. T k~l 8 t 625 Bo. y. max max max kips in. kips in. -mil1isec. in. millisec. 4_ .!...u.. 
537 23.4 0.149 28.2 1.8 15.6 0.018 3.41 51 .. 8 0 .. 84 
5.38 31.3 0.030 2.56 48.0 0 .. 81 
539 ".9 0.040 2 .. 09 45.6 0 .. 79 
540 36.6 0.050 1.15 43.5 0 .. 76 
541 0.599 28.2 7.' 31. :3 0.018 8.48 60.1 2.11 
542 31·.3 o.o}:) 7. 45 57.3 2.10 
54' 3~.9 0.040 6 .. 75 55 .. 4 2.09 
544 ~.6 0.050 6.18 53.5 2.08 
545 0.550 28.2 6.7 ~.J 0.018 8.07 59.7 2.02 
546 31.3 0.030 7 .. 0' 56.7 2.01 
547 33.9 0.040 6.~ 54 .. 6 1.99 
548 Xl,6 0.050 5.TI 52.8 1.98 
549 28 .. 2 0.722 28.2 8.8 31. :3 0 5.~ 56 .. 0 1 .. 85 
550 4{).9 0.040 3·91 49 .. 1 1 .. 82 
551 44.1 0 .. 050 ,.67 47 .. 9 1 .. 81 
552 30 .. 0 0 .. 768 30.0 9.4 0 4.06 5290 1.76 
553 43.5 O.O~ ,.10 ~., 1.14-
554 46.9 0.050 2·93 45 .. 1 1 .. 73 
555 '2 .. 0 0.819 ,2.0 10 .. 0 0 2.89 ~ .. 9 1 .. 67 
556 46.4 0 .. 040 2. ,a 41_9 1.65 
557 ... 50 .. 0 0 .. 050 2.29 41.0 1 .. 65 
CJ\ 
o 
TABLE 1 .". PART A (Cont 9 d) 
Resistance Characteristics Critical Re8pnn~e Values 
6. ~ 6. T' kJkl 5 t 5 Prob .. Y max JtlAX :max 25 
1100 k.ips u .. k.ips in. mil1isec .. in. ml11isec. in. 
558 ~aO 0.870 ~"O 10.1 31 ... 3 0 2.08 ~) .. 1.58 
559 49 .. 3 0.040 2 .. 05 39.8 1.58 
560 53.1 0 .. 050 2004 ~.~ 1.58 
561 36.0 O.9~~ ~.O 11. , 0 1.69 32 .. 6 1.51 
562 ;10.0 0 .. 597 ~,,2 703 27.6 0,,018 2.66 47 .. 2 1 .. 42 
563 28 .. 2 0,,8~~ 40.9 10.1 3~~. 4 0.040 4.47 50.1 2.00 
564 44.1 0.050 4.21 49.1 1.99 
565 00897 2tL2 11.0 ?>l~. 9 0 6.32 56.9 2,,12 
566 34.6 0.020 5.44 53.4 2.11 
567 ~.o O. 8~~3 30.0 10.1 3~~o 4 0 4.34- 52.2 1 .. 85 
568 36.8 0.020 '.77 49.2 1.83 
569 4:3. ') 0.040 3.35 47 .. 0 1.82 
570 0.901 30.0 11.0 Y~·9 0 4.71 52.9 1.97 
571 ~.8 0.020 4.14 50 .. 2 1.96 
572 32 .. 0 O·9.~ ::S2.0 11.5 YJ .. lt 0 3.40 48.1 1.85 
575 "37.1 8.4 0.020 3.08 45.8 1.84 
578 ~.9 7.7 0.030 2.95 44.4- 1 .. 84 
579 41.2 00040 2.83 43.4 1.83 
580 0.966 32.0 8.7 )l~.o 0 3.52 48 .. , 1·91 
582 37.1 8.6 0.020 3.20 45,,9 1.88 
585 38.9 7.9 00030 3 .. 06 44 .. 9 1.88 
586 41.2 0.040 2095 43.9 1.88 
587 1 .. 0:24 32.0 9·2 35.0 0 3075 48.6 1.98 
589 31.1 9>1 0~020 3 .. 42 46.5 1.97 
592 38.9 8 .. 4 0.0:50 3.29 45.5 1.96 
593 41.2 0.040 '016 44 .. 4 1 .. 96 
594 1.oB4 3200 9·7 3600 0 3099 48.9 2.07 
596 37 .. 1 0.020 '065 47.2 2 .. 05 
599 38.9 7.8 0 9 030 3.51 46 .. 1 2005 
600 41.2 00040 3. ,a 45 .. 0 2.05 
601 30.0 0.906 4105 907 3400 00045 3.64 47 .. 3 1 .. 95 
602 20 .. 0 0.127 42.7 704 15 .. 6 00020 5.12 5:3 .. 0 1023 
0\ 
~ 

TABLE 1 .... PART A (Cont U d) 
Resistanoe Characteristics Critical Response Values 
Prob. ~ tJ. ~ 6- T k~l 5 t 825 Bo. y max max ms.x kips in .. kips in. mi11isee. inQ millisee. in. 
6~ 26 .. 0 0.785 26.0 7.3 ~.o 0 8.31 61.2 2.16 
638 - 0.603 29.8 7.24 60.5 1.86 
639 28.2 0.663 28.2 30.0 5.07 55.5 1.74 
640 0,,154 32.0 5.59 56.0 1·90 641 0 .. 852 34.0 6011 56.8 2.05 
642 0.450 ;>2.5 24.7 0.010 3.25 51.4 1.27 
643 3lL 7 0.015 3.06 50.4 1.27 
644 0.450 3608 0.020 2.88 49.4 1.26 
645 39.0 0.025 2.72 48.4 1.26 
646 41.2 0.030 2.58 47.7 1.26 
647 0.460 32.4 25.0 0.010 3032 5105 1030 
648 34.5 0.015 3.12 50.5 1.29 
649 ~.7 0.020 2.94 49 .. 5 1.29 
650 ~.8 0.025 2.~ 48.5 1.28 651 ~,8 .0.030 2. 47.8 1.27 
652 0.439 28.2 24.Jt 0 3.65 53·7 1.26 
653 32Q6 0.010 3.17 51.2 1.24 
654 34.8 0.015 2·97 50.3 1.24 
655 3700 00020 2.80 49.3 1.23 
659 39.2 00025 2.64 48~ 3 1.23 
657 41.4 0.030 2.50 47 .. 3 1.21 
658 0.822 30.0 33.4 00008 5.59 55·1 2.01 
659 2b.O 0.823 }4.8 00019 7.07 57.1 2.20 
660 2,.4 0.819 36.6 0.036 8.68 58.6 2.44 
661 28 .. 2 0 .. 773 6 .. 9 32.4 00008 5.33 5408 1.93 
662 26.0 0 .. 713 0.019 6.40 5604 2.03 
663 23.4 0 .. 642 6.4 0.036 7.38 56Q7 2 .. 17 
664 26.e2 0.793 7 .. ~ 32 .. 8 0 .. 008 5'.45 5~ .. 8 1096 
665 26 .. 0' 0.744 33.1 0.017 6.72 56.9 2 .. 09 
666 23.4 0 .. 595 31.2 0~O25 7.81 58,,3 2 .. 09 
667 28 .. 2 0.773 6 .. 9 32 .. 4 00008 5.34 54.8 1.93 G\ \.).I 
668 26 .. 0 0 .. 713 0.017 6.52 56.7 2003 
669 23.4 0 .. 642 0,,025 8.18 59·0 2.18 
TABLE 1 (Cont'd) 
PART B ... SYST.E)fS WITH BILINEAR AND KULTILINEAR RESISTANCE DIAGRAMS 0'\ 
+:-
RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Probe ~ ~ Q2 ~2 Q3 6 3 Q4 6 4 Q5 6 5 T k/k1 k3/kl k4/kl k5/kl 
No" kips in. kips in. kips in. kips ino kips in. mi111sec. 
670 31 .. 50 00 490 31.5 7.3 24.4 0 
6Tl 30 .. 00 0.467 30.0 
(For probe Nos. 672 - 675 inclusive, see Table 1, Part C) 
676 24 .. 10 0.299 28.21 0 .. 440 36.5 7.3 21.8 0.362 0.015 
671 23.40 0 .. 364 28.34 0.597 34.8 24.4 0.330 0.015 
678 0.343 29.17 0.502 29 .. 2 23.7 0.533 0 
679 36.2 ~ 0.015 
680 YJ.OO 0.607 30 .. \15 0.795 30.0 24.4 -0.740 0 
681 28.05 28.0 -0.906 
682 28.60 00445 28.6 7.3 0 
683 28 .. 80 0.448 
684 29&00 0.451 " 
685 29.20 0 .. 454 
686 23.35 0.458 :~.2 27.4 0 .. 014 
687 0 .. 478 .30.1 7 .. 4 28.0 0.020 
688 25.30 0.518 ~~,,2 0.009 
689 20040 0.400 ~~3. 35 00600 24.49 1.801 27.8 3.921 28.2 7.4 27.4 0.289 0.019 0.032 0 .. 001 
690 22 .. 70 0 .. 339 26.0 0.509 30.32 2.501 3lL6 3.653 36.6 5.2 23.9 0~032 0.056 0.020 691 26.70 0 .. 398 ~50 .. 56 o. 598 33.14 1.793 41.02 3,,905 4505 7.3 23.9 
692 28 .. 20 0.439 54.8 7.3 24 .. 4 0 .. 015 
693 23 .. 35 0 .. 4~ 26.0 27.4 0 .. 020 
694 2901 0 .. 016 
695 25 .. 60 O .. ~ ~~,,3 0.597 30,,45 1.792 33 .. 95 !L902 35.9 7.3 24.4 0 .. 029 0.015 0 .. 026 0.009 
696 24 .. 65 0 .. 396 ~~.21 0 .. 594 29 .. 36 1.782 32.36 3.882 54,,4 24.8 0 .. 016 0.023 
697 27*93 0 .. 434- 35 .. 9 7 .. 3 24.4 0 .. 0180 
698 36.0 0.0182 
699 36 .. 2 0 .. 0185 
700 36 .. 3 0 .. 0188 
701 29 .. 08 0 .. 452 29 .. 1 1.4 
° 
Probe ~ ~ "2 
11o" k1p8 In~ kips 
702 2ge09 0 .. 452 29$1 
70' 29 .. 10 0,,45' 
104 29 .. 13 
TABLE 1 - PART B (Cont'd) 
DBIS'n.!CE CHARAC'lD.ISTICS 
6.2 Q, 6., Q4 6.4 Q5 .65 T----k~J:'TkJ. --~~-~li5-~ 
in" ki~ in. k1ps in.. kips in. lrlJ-liaec .. 
7 e 4 ., - 24" 4. 0 
7 .. ' 
0\ 
\.J1 
TABLE 1 - PART B (Contrd) 
CRITICAL RESPONSE VALUES 0\ 
0\ 
Probe B t °25, max max 
.10. in .. ml11isec. in .. 
670 1.50 4304 1.03 
671 2.32 48.6 1.13 
(For probe Noe. 612 - 615 inclusive, 
see Table 1, Part C) 
676 2.47 4903 1.01 
6n 3 .. 13 50 .. 3 1.30 
678 2.82 51.0 1.16 
679 2.36 47.9 1.15 
680 1016 44.4 0.83 
681 0 .. 66 20.7 0.59 
682 3.35 52.7 1.23 
693 3.15 52.0 1.21 
684 3 .. 00 51.5 1.20 
685 2.87 ')1.0 1.19 
686 7.83 60.0 1.85 
687 7.33 Sd,2 1.55 
688 6.61 ~t). ') 1.46 
689 7.22 58.6 1.88 
690 3&57 49.5 1.39 691 1.57 42.3 1.08 
692 3.08 48.3 1.27 
693 7010 57.8 1.84 
694 1 .. 53 59.2 1.8, 
695 4.43 53.4 1.42 
696 5.27 55.3 1.52 
697 3.02 50.0 1.25 
698 ' 3.02 50.0 1 .. 25 
699 3 .. 00 50 .. 0 1.25 
700 2·99 50.0 1.25 
701 '.07 49.8 1.21 
702 2 .. 8, 49.3 1 .. 18 
703 2.8, 49 .. 3 1.18 
704 2.80 ' 49.' 1.18 
Probe \ 
No .. kips 
672 28.2 
673 
674 
675 
TABLE 1 
PART C - RESISTAlICE GHARACTERIS1!;[CS OF SYSTEM 654 AND COMPtJTED RESPOBSES 
OF THE 5YSTE'M WHEN SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS IMPULSE LOADTIfGS 
ResisUmce Ch&racteristic6 Load Characteristics Critical Response Values 
6 ~ 6 T k/kl P t t td 8 t 825 Y In8:X r p max max 
in. kips in. miilisec. kips nillisecondB in. millisec. in .. 
p 
0.439 34.8 703 24.4 0.015 33 15 24 25 5 .. 25 54.9 1o~ 
34 6 .. 08 55.9 1062 
35 6.95 57 .. 1 1.7' 
36 7.90 58.1 1 .. 8~ 
0:-, 
-j 
TABLE 2< PROPERTIES OF TEST BEAMS 
0'\ 
co 
For all beams: b = 6 ~n~, h = 12 ine, d = 10 in", d t ::: 8 .. 5 ins, Span ::: 106 inc 
Tension reinforcement: 2 - NOe 7 bars::: 1.20 Sq0 in@ p ::: 2,,00% 
reinforcement: 2 - No@ 6 bars ::: 0688 sqs in" p'= 1046% 
No" :3 at 7 in" r :; 0" 524% 
-~< 
PART A CONCRETE MIXES 
Beam Batch Sand Gravel Cement Slump Compressive * Modulus of Modulus of 
** 
Age at 
Strength fV Rupture, f Elasticitl,E Test 
by weight by weight by weight ine . ' c . r . 10 c days pEn .. PSlo PS1"X 
l-c 1 2.,93 3" 53 <1.,46 2 5670 900 3.88 275 
2 2@93 3~53 1,,48 3 1/2 6000 733 4 .. 00 
I-d 1 2@98 3,,50 1072 2 6010 150 3090 280 
2 3,,00 3,,51 1e61 5 6060 667 4.00 
l-e 1 2 .. 90 3,,50 1 .. 44 7 5870 758 476 
2 2 .. 92 3 .. 52 1 .. 70 5 6165 742 4,,08 
I-f 1 2 .. 95 3048 1 .. 63 4 6320 825 4.27 221 ..L. 
2 2,,96 3,,50 1,,69 5 6550 817 4 .. 27 
1-0" 0 1 2,,98 3,,50 1 .. 72 2 6210 1000 4059 298 
2 3,,00 3 .. 52 1 .. 72 4 6565 950 4.59 
I-h 1 2 .. 95 3 .. 46 1.51 6 6150 935 4045 302 
2 2 .. 96 3,,48 1 .. 55 7 5775 935 4.45 
1-i 1 2 .. 95 3 .. 50 1 .. 63 6 6500 850 4 .. 73 303 
2 2,,96 3.53 1,,66 6 6475 860 4.73 
I-j 1 2 .. 94 3 .. 50 1 .. 59 5 1/2 6090 935 3 .. 89 297 
2 2095 3 .. 53 1 .. 58 6 1/2 5910 860 4 .. 39 
* Strength of concrete in a beam is considered to be strength of batch 2. 
** Initial Tangent Modulus 
Beam f y 
ksi. 
l-c 46.08 
1-d 46.25 
1-e 46875 
I-f 46.83 
1-g 47.75 
I-h 47.17 
l-i 47.00 
1-j 41.42 
TABLE. 2 PROPERTIES OF TEST BEAMS (Cont t d) 
PART B REINFORCING BARS 
(See Fig. 21, Ref. 1 for Notation) 
Tension Reinforcement Compression Reinforcement 
E € € a f' E V €' €' 
s y 0 y s y 0 
ksi. ins/in. in./in .. ksie ksi. in.jin. in./in .. 
29520 00016 .0144 .0271 46.70 
47.16 
47.16 
47.27 
48.30 
34900 .0014 .. 0125 .0229 47.61 32280 .0015 .. 0150 
32600 .. 0014 .. 0150 .0254 47.95 
48.86 29560 .. 0016 .0120 
a 
.0226 
.. 0338 
Shear 
--
f 
w 
ksi .. 
48.8 
47.5 
49.5 
46.9 
49.6 
0\ 
\.0 
TABLE 3 DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS 
-a 
Equivalent* 
Ste12-Pulse Measured Response Subse~uent Static CaEacity 
Beam Magnitude Duration Maximum Permanent Time to Corrected** Loading Collapse Collapse 
p t Deflection 
e e 5 
max 
Deflection Bmax time to ~ax Rate Load Deflection 
6- t t P 6-
P max max max max 
kips milliseconds in" in. millisec" milliseconds kips/min. kips .. in .. 
l-c 29 .. 8 44,,5 3 .. 0 2 .. 2 50 44 30 27.4 
l-g 27 .. 0 62 4 .. 2 3 .. 0 67 61 .. 5 6 32 .. 2 8 .. 0 
l-h 34 .. 0 40 .. 5 8 .. 9 7 .. 5 58 50 9 28,,1 9 .. 3 
l-i (3) 34 .. 0 60 10 .. 0(4) 9 .. 5 72 60 
1 .(1) 
-J 24,,0 65 0,,76 0.3 32 20 
'I .(2) 
-J 33 .. 5 58 9 .. 5(4) 9.5 68 58 
(1) 1st blow 
(2) 2nd blow 
(3) Cracked statically before dynamic test. 
( 4) Limited by presence of wooden stop. 
* Method of determining equivalent step-pulse is explained in Section 14. 
** Purpose and computation of this value is explained in Section 14. 
TABLE 4 DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS - CONTINUED 
* Approximate Maximum Initial Str~in Rates - Inch/i~~~Lsecond 
Beam Steel Concrete 
l-c 
l-g 
l-h 
l-i 
l_j(l) 
l-j (2) 
Tension Compression 
0 .. 30 
0 .. 37 
0 .. 24-0.42 
0 .. 32-0 .. 53 
0 .. 31 
0 .. 47 
0.07 
0.10 
0 .. 10 
0,,10 
0 .. 09 
0 .. 13 
* Determined from maximum initial slopes in Figs. 70-85. 
(l)lst blow 
(2)2nd blow 
Compression 
0 .. 32 
0.43 
0.35 
0 .. 21 
0 .. 34 
"jj 
TABlE 5 RESULTS OF STEP-PULSE ANl\.LYSIS 
-:i 
ro 
tep-Pulse 
Beam ResEonse Resistance Resistance Dynamic Resistance Response Qy/Qye 5 t 
* Qy 6 Qye 6 Qy 6 ~ 5 t max max y ye y max max 
inG mi11i- kips" in" kips. in. kips" in. in. in" mi11i-sec. sec. 
1-c 3.0 44 32,,9 0 .. 58 25 .. 0 0.44 24,,4 0.14 2 .. 47 3.0 44 1e 31 
I-g 4.2 61,,5 2807 0 .. 51 2505 0.45 24.4 0,,13 2.43 4.1 63 1,,12 
1-h 8.9 50 29·1 0·51 27 .. 0 0 .. 415 24.4 0.14 2·50 8.9 51 1.08 
1=i 10.0 60 312 .. 8 0.58 2780 0.475 24.4 0,,13 2.44 9·9 65 1.21 
1-j 9 .. 5 58 32.3 0057 27.0 0 .. 475 24.4 0.14 2.47 9·5 64 1.20 
* Corrected for step-pulse lags 
ll£ 
---
---
L 
(a) Original Beam 
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I 
P I 
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(b) Equivalent SDF System with no Damping 
FIG G 1. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF BEAM 
AS A SDF SYSTEM 
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FIG~ 2& TYPICAL DIAGRAMS ILLUSTAATING RESISTANCE 
AS A FUNCTION OF DISPLACEMENT 
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THE RESPOifSES OF SYS'IEMS 575 AND 608 WITH BEAM l~e 
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FIG. 9.. DYNAMIC -RFaSPONSES OF SYSTEMS 550 J 553 p 556 3 559, AND OF BEAM l~c 
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FIG., lie DYNMUC RESPONSES OF SYSTEMS 575, 585, AND OF BEAM l-c 
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FIG ... l2.., DYNAMIC i8SPONS~S OF SYSTSMS 621 i 622, AND OF BEAM l,,:,c 
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FIG .. 13.. DYNAMIC HESPON3ES O:B' SYS11EMS 654, 699, .AND OF BEAM l-c 
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FIG. 14. RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE 
OF SYSTEMS 654 AND 684 
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FIG. 15. RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE OF SYSTEMS 692, 699, 701, 
AND RESPONSE OF BEAM 1-0 
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-FIG. 16. RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE OF SYSTEMS 
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FIG.. 17" EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE DIAGRAMS WITH AREAS 
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FIG" 19.. RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE OF SYSTEMS 
689, 693, 694 
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FIG 6 20 e RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE OF SYSTEMS 654, 677, AND 679, 
AND RESPONSE OF BEAM l-c 
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